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ABSTRACT 

UWB technology has been developing in imaging applications. For security imaging 

applications, it is vital to detect and image metallic targets concealed in bag at 

airports, subway stations or other public environments. To reduce the cost of the 

deployment of X-ray machines, a novel UWB imaging system has been developed, 

including the design of the UWB rotating antenna array, the design of RF circuits 

and the implementation of the two-dimensional delay-and-sum (DAS) image 

reconstruction method. 

Two types of UWB antennas, the circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi antenna and the 

corrugated balanced antipodal Vivaldi antenna (BAVA) have been designed and 

studied in both frequency domain and time domain. Both of them can work across 

UWB frequency range from 3.1 GHz to 10.6 GHz, and have directional radiation 

patterns. The corrugated BAVA with smaller physical size has been improved to 

have a relative high gain around 7 dBi across the operating frequency range. It also 

causes less distortion to signals in the time domain. So the corrugated BAVA is used 

as the antenna element in the UWB rotating antenna array.  

The UWB rotating antenna array comprises one central transmitting antenna and four 

receiving antennas. The receiving antennas, which rotate around the central 

transmitting antenna, are placed side-by-side on a straight arm. The equivalent 

antenna elements in space are increased by the rotation of the antenna array. The 

two-dimensional image reconstruction method has been developed based on DAS 

algorithm.    

This UWB imaging system can detect and reconstruct the image of the single and 

pairs of metallic targets concealed in bag. The smallest single target with the size of 

4 cm × 4 cm × 1 cm can be reconstructed in images at a maximum distance of 30 cm 

away from the system. It can achieve 6 cm in cross-range resolution and 15 cm in 

down-range resolution. Therefore, the feasibility of the proposed UWB imaging 

system has been proved.  
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Chapter 1   Introduction 

 

Ultra-wideband (UWB) system can operate in very large bandwidth by utilising the 

signals in short pulse duration. According to the First Report and Order defined by 

Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in United States, the UWB signal or 

system mainly covers the frequency band from 3.1-10.6 GHz at a limited transmit 

power of -41.3 dBm/MHz in United States [1]. In Europe, European Community (EC) 

has chosen to make use of only part of the spectrum, which are 3.1-4.8 GHz and 6.0-

8.5 GHz [2].  

The UWB signal consists of very short pulses with energy separated in time. This 

very short pulse duration of the UWB signal makes it better in spatial resolution and 

short-range capability. Thus when it is applied in radar application, the increase in 

bandwidth actually allows the UWB radar system to obtain more information of the 

targets. The down-range resolution is related to the wavelength of the pulse. 

Typically, the UWB pulse is in 1 ns of pulse duration, which is equal to 30 cm of 

wavelength in free space, so that the down-range resolution is 15 cm. For traditional 

narrow band radar system, the pulse duration is 1 µs, which is equal to 300 m of 

wavelength in free space, so that the down-rage resolution is 150 m. Obviously, the 

reduction of the pulse duration improves the down-range resolution. Meanwhile, the 

wavelength of pulse in conventional radar is significantly larger than the size of the 

target of interest. It will have influence on the returned signal, providing little 

information about the nature of the target [3-5].  

The combination of larger spectrum, lower power and pulsed data in UWB 

technology improves the data transmission speed, allows low probability of intercept 

and detection, makes multi-path immunity possible, and is suitable for precision 

ranging and localization. Thus, UWB technology has been regarded as one of the 

most promising wireless technologies. It has been widely applied in three main fields 

which are communication systems, vehicular radar systems, and imaging 

applications. As for the imaging applications, it mainly includes GPR (Ground 
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Penetrating Radar), through-wall imaging, diagnostic medical imaging, and suitcase 

scanning for the detection of concealed weapons or explosives [6]. 

In this chapter, the motivation of this research topic will be presented first. Then the 

contributions to this project will be given. Finally the organization of the thesis will 

be described.  

1.1 Challenges, motivations and objectives 

Security detecting is now attracting attention worldwide. Usually, the environment is 

perceived through our eyes based on the reflection of light, which is named as LOS 

(Line of the Sight). However, visible light cannot penetrate every material. In order 

to locate and acquire the information through opaque obstacles, it is necessary to 

develop a see-through scanner to detect dangerous objects through plastics, rubbers, 

dresses or other non-metallic materials at airports, subway stations or exhibition 

entrances.  

Some of these scanners use X-rays, which have a wavelength in the range from 0.01 

to 10 nanometres, corresponding to frequencies in the range of 3×10
16

 Hz to 3×10
19

 

Hz. It is a type of ionizing radiation that might cause cancer and other health 

problems. However, microwave imaging is one promising non-ionizing and non-

invasive alternative imaging technology. Consequently, UWB technology, which is 

harmless to human bodies or the environment, can be employed to see-through 

imaging applications.  

The UWB imaging systems, utilising short pulses to provide higher resolution and 

better object classification, have the transceiver and the signal-processing unit. Most 

of them are bi-static or multi-static imaging systems. Therefore, individual antennas 

or antenna arrays are operating in the UWB imaging system. Although some antenna 

arrays and UWB imaging systems have already been developed during past years, 

some challenges still need to be overcome. They are listed below. 

 The antenna array system must have high gain and directivity with less 

complicate structure, and less distortion to the reflected signal. 
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According to the existing UWB imaging system, which will be reviewed in 

detail in Chapter 2, larger numbers of antenna arrays are applied in order to 

improve the performance of the imaging system. They can provide more 

groups of reflected signals from the targets, improving the accuracy of the 

image. Moreover, they are beneficial to the cross-range resolution of the 

whole system.  

However, more antennas exist in the systems, more noise and bulky size will 

be introduced. The bunch of switches will definitely introduce the complicity 

and noise to the system itself. Besides, the unchangeable number of antennas 

will also restrict to add more antenna elements to the imaging system.  

 The multi-reflection and attenuation are caused by the obstacle and the 

antenna, which needs to be taken into consideration. 

When UWB signals propagate through the opaque material, they suffer 

multiple reflections and material absorption. So when it comes to the 

application of seeing through the bag, it needs to deal with multi-path 

reflections, obstructions and antenna effects to avoid severe attenuation and 

dispersion. 

Meanwhile, the antenna will cause distortion to the transmitting and received 

signal as it is like a filter. So the antenna with less distortion to the signal is a 

better choice for time domain imaging systems. 

 The imaging system which is in a simple structure and of low cost because of 

the efficient hardware and signal-processing unit, is able to detect and image 

the concealed targets in bag;  

The simple, cheap and efficient UWB imaging system is a good alternative to 

the X-ray machine. It needs to consist of efficient hardware (antenna array 

and RF circuits) and the signal-processing unit. 

In short, the project aims to develop a novel UWB imaging system for detecting and 

imaging the metallic targets concealed in bag. It needs to satisfy the features below. 
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1) The system should be simple and work from 3 GHz to 6GHz. 

2) The UWB antenna should have relatively high gain (above 6 dBi) especially 

over the lower frequency band (3-6 GHz). Although the current demand of 

the imaging system is working during 3-6 GHz, the antenna still needs to 

cover 3.1-10.6 GHz for the purpose of optimization in the future. 

3) For the purpose of reducing the cost and optimising the number of antennas 

conveniently, it is better to update the elements in the antenna array 

conveniently. 

4) The RF circuit should provide a good dynamic range. 

5) The two-dimensional image reconstruction method needs to be achieved. 

1.2 Contributions  

According to the objective of the research project, the novel UWB imaging system 

with the rotating antenna array has already been developed and implemented. It can 

detect and image the metallic targets concealed in bag. The main contributions 

include design of the rotating UWB antenna array, analysis of the antennas’ 

characteristics in the time domain, design of two-dimensional image reconstruction 

method and implementation of the UWB imaging system. They are presented below 

in detail. 

1. Design of two types of UWB antennas  

The circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi antenna and the corrugated balanced antipodal 

Vivaldi antenna (BAVA) have been designed and studied. Both of them can work 

across UWB frequency range from 3.1 GHz to 10.6 GHz, and have directional 

radiation patterns. The corrugated BAVA with smaller physical size has been 

improved to have a relative high gain around 7 dBi across the operating frequency 

range, especially the lower frequency band (3-6 GHz), which is the main operating 

frequency band of the imaging system. It is higher than the circular-edge antipodal 

Vivaldi antenna. 
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2. Characteristics analysis of the two antennas in the time domain 

Since the proposed UWB imaging system is working in the time domain, it is 

necessary to analyse the characteristics of the antennas in the time domain. The 

corrugated BAVA causes less distortion to the signals in the time domain than the 

circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi antenna. For the modulated rectangular pulse, the 

pulse fidelity of the corrugated BAVA is around 95%.  

3. Design of the rotating antenna array 

The corrugated BAVA has better characteristics than the circular-edge antipodal 

Vivaldi antenna both in the frequency domain and time domain, so that it is used as 

the element in the antenna array.  

The rotating antenna array is composed of one central transmitting antenna and four 

receiving antennas. The receiving antennas are placed side-by-side on a straight arm, 

rotating around the central transmitting antenna. With the rotation structure, the 

linear antenna array achieves the functionality of the two-dimensional array, 

reducing the limitation of antennas in space and simplifying the system. 

4. Design of the two-dimensional image reconstruction method 

In terms of each rotating position, the image reconstruction method is based on DAS 

(Delay-and-Sum) algorithm. When the antenna array is rotating in space, the 

corresponding coordinate of one-dimensional image is rotating. Thus, the two-

dimensional image of the target is then achieved.  

5. Design of the RF circuits 

The RF transceiver has been designed to achieve a good dynamic range and receiver 

sensitivity. Finally, the dynamic range is 69 dB and receiver sensitivity is -78 dBm. 

6. Implementation of the UWB imaging system 

The UWB imaging system contains the rotating antenna array, RF circuits and the 

signal-processing unit. It can successfully detect and image the single and pairs of 

metallic targets concealed in bag. The smallest detectable single metallic target is 
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with the size of 4 cm × 4 cm × 1 cm, placed at maximum distance of 30 cm away 

from the imaging system. The metallic target with the size of 10 cm × 10 cm × 1 cm 

can be detected and imaged at maximum distance of 50 cm. The system has 15 cm in 

down-range resolution and 6 cm in cross-range resolution. 

1.3 Organization of the thesis 

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: 

Chapter 2: This chapter gives an introduction to the UWB imaging applications. 

First it presents the basic UWB radar technology, including the detecting method, 

frequency domain and time domain imaging techniques. Then it reviews the state-of-

the-art of UWB imaging applications, especially the existing UWB imaging systems. 

Chapter 3: This chapter describes two own designed UWB antennas, which are the 

circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi antenna and the corrugated balanced antipodal 

Vivaldi antenna. The characteristics of the two antennas in the frequency domain are 

discussed in detail. It is successful to find out that the corrugated structure can 

improve the gain of the antenna in lower frequency and make the antenna have 

relative high gain across the operating frequency range. 

Chapter 4: This chapter presents the study of characteristics in the time domain for 

the circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi antenna and the corrugated balanced antipodal 

Vivaldi antenna described in Chapter 3. The distortion of the signal caused by the 

antenna has been investigated, which is an important consideration for the use of the 

antenna in the UWB imaging system. 

Chapter 5: This chapter addresses the implementation of the UWB imaging system. 

It describes the system thoroughly, including the system’s architecture, the rotating 

antenna array, RF circuits and the two-dimensional image reconstruction method 

based on DAS algorithm.  

Chapter 6: This chapter presents the detailed measurements being achieved using 

the UWB imaging system. Quantities of measurements have been carried out, 

including the single metallic target and pairs of metallic targets concealed in bag. 
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The down-range and cross-range resolutions of the UWB imaging system have been 

investigated. 

Chapter 7: This chapter concludes the research work that has been undertaken in 

this project, and recommends the future work. 
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Chapter 2   UWB Imaging Technology 

 

UWB signal can penetrate a great variety of opaque materials, such as biological 

tissues, clothes, the ground and concrete walls. It makes the technology be able to 

detect, identify and image the desired moving or stationary targets in short range [1-

2]. 

UWB technology can be used to measure both distances and positions in GPR 

applications [3-5] and positioning applications [6-7]. It is now being developed for 

new types of imaging systems for medical applications, see-through wall applications 

and security scanning applications. Potential medical applications include breast 

cancer imaging, cardiac imaging and brain imaging [8-14]. The see-through wall 

applications or security scanning applications can locate persons or dangerous things 

hidden behind a wall in crises or rescue situations [15-17]. They can be also applied 

in home repair industries to improve the safety of the construction by locating steel 

reinforcements bars, electrical wiring and pipes hidden inside walls [18-19]. 

Due to the advantages of UWB technology and varieties of applications in imaging 

area, this chapter will mainly present the UWB imaging technology. Firstly the basic 

concept of UWB radar technology will be given, including the UWB radar detecting 

method and typical architectures of the radar system in the frequency domain and 

time domain. Then the current status of different UWB imaging applications will be 

reviewed.  

2.1 UWB Radar technology 

2.1.1 UWB Radar detecting methods 

An imaging radar system works similarly to a flash camera but imaging by 

microwave instead of light to illuminate the target. High power pulses are transmitted 

towards the target or imaging area. On the target’s surface, the energy of the radar 

pulse is scattered in all directions, some of which are reflected back towards the 
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antenna. These echoes are converted to digital data and passed to a data recorder for 

later processing. Based on the echoes, the target can be displayed in an image. Given 

that the radar pulse travels at the speed of light, it is relatively straightforward to use 

the measured time for the round trip of a particular pulse to calculate the distance or 

range to the reflected target. 

Radar systems are normally divided into three different types of detecting methods 

based on the energy transmission way, which are continuous-wave method, the 

frequency modulation method, and pulse method [20]. 

The continuous-wave (CW) method uses the Doppler Effect to detect the presence 

and speed of an object moving towards or away from the radar. The system is unable 

to determine the range of the target or to differentiate between targets that lie in the 

same direction and are travelling at the same speed. It is usually used in fire control 

systems to track fast moving targets at close range. 

In the frequency modulation (FM) method, energy is transmitted as RF waves that 

continuously vary, increase and decrease from a fixed-reference frequency. 

Measuring the difference between the frequency of the returned signal and the 

frequency of the radiated signal gives an indication of range. This system works well 

with stationary or slowly moving targets, but it is not satisfied for locating fast 

moving targets. It is used in aircraft altimeters that give a continuous reading of the 

height of the aircraft above the earth. 

The pulse modulation method is the most common method in radar modulation. 

Using this method, the energy of radio frequency in radar is transmitted in short 

pulses.  If the transmitter is cut off before any received pulse which is refelcted from 

a target, the receiver can distinguish between the transmitting pulse and the received 

pulse. After all reflections have returned, the transmitter can be switched on again. 

The output of the receiver is applied to an indicator that measures the time interval 

between the transmission of energy and its return as a reflection. Since the energy 

travels at a constant velocity, the time interval becomes a measure of the range. It 

does not depend on the relative frequency of the returned signal, or on the motion of 
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the target, so this method is used much commonly than other methods in radar 

applications. 

2.1.2 UWB frequency domain imaging technique 

When the system is doing the measurements in the frequency domain, the basic 

architecture of the system is set up as given in Figure 2-1. It consists of VNA (Vector 

Network Analyser) with swept frequency oscillator. This technique is mainly based 

on complex transfer function measurement, expressed in terms of magnitude and 

phase, and performed using VNA. Port 1 of VNA’s S-parameter test set is connected 

to the transmitting antenna, while port 2 is connected to the receiving antenna. The 

VNA itself can provide the signal sauce in the measurement and sweep the frequency 

within the measured band of interest.  

Obviously, the wider the chosen swept frequency band is, the longer the 

measurement will take. Meanwhile, the time of the measurement is related to the data 

constructed to the imaging resolution. For most modern VNAs, it could use stepping 

mode instead of sweeping mode to do the measurement, so that it could save more 

time. But in terms of UWB characterization of the ultra-wide frequency band, it will 

still be a trade-off between the frequency resolution and the required number of 

measurements [21]. Thus, it is hard to achieve the real-time imaging with high 

resolution through VNA, which is the major problem in this kind of frequency 

domain measurement. 

 

Figure 2-1    UWB imaging system based on frequency domain measurement [21]. 
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As mentioned before, frequency domain measurement through VNA directly 

measures the phase and magnitude spectrum parameters of the signal. In order to 

analyse the time domain performance of the signal, it needs to use Inverse Fourier 

Transform processing unit. The time duration τ is directly proportional to the number 

of measured points, and is reciprocal to the frequency bandwidth, which is as shown 

in equation (2-2). 

    
f


1

                                                             (2-2) 

Where, Δf  is the frequency bandwidth. 

The down-range resolution is proportional to the time duration τ, so that it is 

necessary to increase the frequency bandwidth. While increasing the bandwidth, the 

relative number of measured points has to be increased to keep the accuracy over the 

operating bandwidth, which leads more scanning time to finish the measurement.  

Besides the stepping time, another important factor, which may affect the resolution 

result, is the system loss. In order to reduce the system loss, high-quality RF cables 

are required to connect the VNA to both transmitting and receiving antennas across 

UWB frequency range. Furthermore, it is required to shield these cables, avoiding 

the signals to radiate into the air. 

2.1.3 UWB time domain imaging technique 

In the time domain technique, a periodic train of very short-duration Gaussian-like 

pulses separated by sufficiently long quiet intervals is used for measurement of UWB 

signal propagation. These pulses are radiated by means of a UWB antenna with 

sufficiently large bandwidth. At the receiving part, the signal is captured by another 

UWB antenna and sampled by means of a wideband detector such as a digital 

sampling oscilloscope. The basic UWB imaging system based on time domain 

measurement is shown in Figure 2-2. It consists of a pair of transmitting and 

receiving UWB antennas, a pulse generator, a digital sampling oscilloscope, and a 

triggering signal generator. The pulse generator is connected to the transmitting 

antenna with a power amplifier to amplify the transmitting power. The receiving 
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antenna is connected to the digital sampling oscilloscope by means of a wideband 

coaxial cable. To increase the received signal power, a low-noise amplifier can be 

used at the output terminals.  

 

  Figure 2-2    UWB imaging system based on time domain measurement. 

One of the most important requirements in UWB time domain measurement is 

synchronization of both transmitting and receiving sides of the propagation channel. 

To maintain synchronization, a low-jitter triggering signal is established between the 

pulse generator and the digital sampling oscilloscope. The sampling oscilloscope 

requires a pre-trigger. This is achieved by using a step generator driver that can 

supply the required trigger and pre-trigger signals. The time delay introduced by the 

triggering cables and the propagation path of the pulse can be compensated by 

adjusting the time delay between the pre-trigger and the delayed trigger signals. This 

can also be eliminated during the signal processing part. 

The other important issues need to be addressed are the calibration and the noise. The 

purpose of the calibration is to eliminate the effects of non-ideal characteristics of 

measuring instruments from the measured data. Also, the received UWB signals 

could suffer degradation due to interference and noise from various sources. Usually, 

the received signals may contain a narrow band noise in the form of a sinusoidal 

waveform. This type of noise can be eliminated through band pass filtering. On the 

other hand, the wideband noise is typically in the form of random short pulses and 
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can be significantly reduced through multiple signal averaging. Generally it is 

available in sampling oscilloscopes [22]. 

In conclusion, the system working in the time domain can acquire bunch of measured 

data, which is better to have real-time measurement. Without the VNA, it is possible 

to reduce the cost in the system architecture. Thus, this project plans to develop a 

UWB imaging system to work in the time domain. 

2.2 UWB Imaging applications 

2.2.1 Current Status of Medical imaging 

Medical imaging used for exploring interior structures or tissues of human body is a 

topic of growing interest. Most current clinical imaging technologies are ultrasound 

scanners, X-ray based on Computed Tomography (CT) and the Radio Frequency (RF) 

technique of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). As mentioned in the 

beginning of this chapter, UWB technology has been attracting quite a lot research 

interest in medical imaging, because it is in advantage of non-ionizing radiation 

compared to X-ray tomography, making it possible to get accurate information inside 

the patient’s body safely.  

Among all medical imaging applications, breast cancer imaging is attracting more 

interest around the world due to relatively less complicate structure of breast 

compared with brain and heart. In UWB frequency region, a cancerous tissue shows 

a considerable dielectric difference to the surrounding healthy breast tissues. 

Regarding to this contrast, the image for breast tumour could be formed [23].  

UWB for breast cancer imaging has been investigated by a number of research 

groups. Several UWB imaging systems have been reported during past years. The 

typical ones among them will be reviewed below. 

Meaney et al. from Dartmouth College developed the initial prototype with a 

microwave imaging method that actively probed the breast with antenna array 

elements, as shown in Figure 2-3, which was the first trial to have the clinical tests. 

The antenna array of 16 monopole antennas operating over a frequency range of 300-
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1000 MHz were immersed in 0.9% saline surrounding the pendant breast of a subject 

positioned prone during the test. The system activated the breast by transmitting the 

signals from one antenna at a time and sequentially measured the received electric 

fields at each of opposing antennas. Detection was achieved by down converting the 

transmitted signal with a reference signal to produce a low-frequency response which 

was sampled by an analog/digital (A/D) board where the signal amplitudes and 

phases were extracted using a software-based lock-in amplifier technique [24-26]. 

  

                                         (a)                                                                          (b) 

Figure 2-3    Microwave breast imaging system developed in Dartmouth College. (a) Illumination tank 

with antenna array during patient examination, (b) integration of electronics cart (top removed) with 

the illumination tank [25]. 

Susan Hagness et al. from University of Wisconsin presented a mono-static UWB 

system with an UWB pyramidal horn antenna, as shown in Figure 2-4 (a). This UWB 

system synthesized an antenna array by scanning the single horn antenna to each 

array position around the breast phantom, sequentially transmitting a swept-

frequency signal and receiving the backscatter, as shown in Figure 2-4 (b) (c). This 

UWB radar imaging system operating across the frequency band of 1-11 GHz 

utilised the confocal algorithm based on finite difference time domain (FDTD) 

method to detect and image the possible breast tumour [27-31].  
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                     (a)                                              (b)                                                    (c) 

Figure 2-4    UWB mono-static imaging system developed in University of Wisconsin. (a) UWB horn 

antenna, (b) 3D FDTD model comprised of a breast phantom and an UWB antenna, (c) Schematic 

showing a cross-sectional side view of the experimental setup [30]. 

E.C. Fear et al. from University of Calgary implemented a mono-static system which 

was named as tissue sensing adaptive radar (TSAR). They designed three types of 

UWB antennas, which were TEM horn antenna and two versions of a balanced 

antipodal Vivaldi antenna (BAVA). At last the UWB radar imaging system used the 

modified BAVA, which consisted of a profiled dielectric piece with higher 

permittivity that was placed in the antenna aperture [32], as shown in Figure 2-5 (a). 

Similar to the one in Dartmouth College, the system also had a tank containing an 

immersion liquid and sensors located under the table. The sensors included a 

dielectric BAVA and a laser, which were both attached to an arm. The arm was used 

to move the sensors in the vertical direction while the entire tank was rotating in a 

circle in horizontal direction, as shown in Figure 2-5 (b) (c). In this manner, the 

UWB antenna was able to scan around the breast, sending and receiving microwave 

signals over the frequency range from 50 MHz to 15 GHz. The recorded data were 

used to generate 3D images of the breast using a time-shift and sum approach with 

the volume of interest for imaging defined by the laser data and an adaptive 

algorithm used to reduce the dominant reflections from the skin [33-35].  
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                     (a)                                              (b)                                                    (c) 

Figure 2-5    UWB mono-static imaging system developed in University of Wisconsin. (a) UWB horn 

antenna [32], (b) 3D FDTD model comprised of a breast phantom and an UWB antenna [35], (c) 

Schematic showing a cross-sectional side view of the experimental setup [35]. 

The research group from University of Queensland set up a microwave imaging 

system in the X-band with step-frequency synthesized pulse for breast cancer 

application. The system consisted of a cylindrical scanning mechanical sub-system 

supporting the movement of a probe antenna, a VNA with time domain processing 

capability and a breast phantom. The probe antenna was a UWB tapered slot antenna 

operating in UWB frequency band, as shown in Figure 2-6 (a). Initially the probe 

antenna was treated as the transmitting antenna, and a horn antenna was treated as 

the receiving antenna. Then it was optimized to mono-static system, as shown in 

Figure 2-6 (b). The UWB tapered slot antenna was positioned vertically from the 

phantom and rotated around the breast phantom [36-38]. 

Huang et al. from University of Liverpool proposed a simulated model to utilise the 

GPR imaging method to the breast cancer detection. The model in Figure 2-7 (a) 

contained a group of antennas placed as a straight line to detect the tumour in the 

phantom. When optimized to image more shape of the object, it proposed a model 

with a ring of transmitters which were located in a radius of 0.02 m and 20
0
 

increments around the target, as shown in Figure 2-7 (b). At each location a 

transmission was made with the adjacent transmitter location acting as ideal receivers. 

Thus there were 36 received signals in total [39-41]. 
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                                         (a)                                                                          (b) 

Figure 2-6    UWB mono-static imaging system developed in University of Queensland. (a) UWB 

tapered slot antenna, (b) Experimental setup [38]. 

  

                   (a)                                                                              (b) 

Figure 2-7    The 2D FDTD simulation set up proposed in University of Liverpool; (a) 2D FDTD 

simulation set up; (b) circular array in this model [41]. 

 

Figure 2-8    The simulated phantom with the dipole antenna array and the skin layer [42]. 
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Kosmas et al. from King’s College London presented a microwave breast tumor 

detection based on the use of bio-compatible flagellated magnetotactic bacteria 

(MTB). A three-element radar array based on the dipole antenna was employed to 

image possible tumour in the breast phantom. Each antenna element represented both 

a point source which was assigned an electric field and an observation point. The 

antennas were immersed in a coupling medium with dielectric property matching the 

tissue permittivity [42-43].  

Benjamin et al. from University of Bristol developed a multi-static system using 

stacked patch antennas arranged on a hemisphere. As shown in Figure 2-9, the 

system comprised 60 antenna elements as the multi-static structure [46]. These 

stacked patch antennas were formed as a half spherical structure located on the top of 

the system, while 60 switches were placed on the bottom of the system to choose 

each of the antennas to be the transmitter or the receiver. The system had 

experimentally demonstrated the ability to detect small (4mm and 6mm) tumours 

using a physical 3D curved breast phantom. But because of the inhomogeneous 

tissue in breast, the contrast between the cancerous tumour and the healthy tissue was 

hard to distinguish. According to the large-scale clinical trial carried out at Frenchay 

Hospital in Bristol in 2008-2009, only 25% of around 200 patients referred to the 

Breast Care Unit were found to have malignant tumours, using the UWB system 

developed in University of Bristol [44-46].  

   

                 (a)                                                     (b)                                               (c)            

Figure 2-9    Multi-static UWB Radar system for Breast Cancer from University of Bristol; (a) 60-

element antenna array; (b) Completed 60-way TX/RX electromechanical switching interface; (c) The 

whole imaging system including switching interface (below) between VNA and array (top) [46]. 
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2.2.2 Current Status of Ground Penetrating Radar 

As stated in [47-49], GPR can provide high-resolution information to a depth of 

typically 0-10 m, and up to 40 m in some geological environments. It has been 

developing since it was first taken into practical use in the 1970’s for ice sounding in 

Antarctica. Now GPR is applied to a wide range of inspection tasks, for example to 

detect buried pipes in the ground, to inspect layers under the roads, or to map steel 

reinforcing in concrete structures.  

When GPR system works in the practical environment, the electrical properties of the 

ground will influence the input impedance and radiation characteristics of the 

antenna, because it is close to the ground. Usually the detection time is less than 100 

ns. For shallow targets, it can be even a few nanoseconds. Therefore, the antenna 

must be able to transmit the signal with little distortion or ringing in order to avoid 

masking of the target echoes and to couple electromagnetic energy into the ground 

[50]. 

Different antennas have been studied and designed for GPR systems in different 

research groups, for example resistively loaded antennas (dipole or bow-tie antenna), 

TEM horns (dielectric wedge antenna), spiral antennas and Vivaldi antennas. Some 

typical antennas and GRP systems will be reviewed below. 

The resistively loaded Vee dipole (RVD), the conductivity of which is linearly 

tapered from the feed point to the open end of the antenna, has been proved to greatly 

reduce clutter related to the antenna and has low backscattering radar cross section 

(RCS), which makes it easier to distinguish land mines [51-52]. It is lightweight and 

suitable for an array. But it is poorly matched to the feed line so that the voltage 

standing wave ratio (VSWR) is large. By curing the arms of the antenna and 

modifying the resistive profile, the RVD is improved to have better VSWR and gain 

[53]. 

Sato et al. from Tohoku University developed a dual sensor system, named as 

Advanced Landmine Imaging System (ALIS), to detect buried landmines in various 

countries, such as Afghanistan and Croatia [54-55]. In the development of ALIS, two 
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different antennas were applied, which were the cavity back spiral antenna and the 

Vivaldi antenna. In the latest hand held ALIS, the cavity back spiral antenna was 

molded with a metal detector sensor [56], as shown in Figure 2-10, reducing the 

weight of the sensor head. The cavity spiral antenna was suitable for most normal 

operation of ALIS. In order to obtain better performance, the Vivaldi antenna was 

proposed to be used in the vehicle mounted ALIS. 

 

Figure 2-10    ALIS system with the cavity spiral antenna [56] 

The Vivaldi antenna has a flat shape, which is easy to construct an antenna array. 

Meanwhile it possesses a wide bandwidth and a high cross-polarization ratio. In 

Figure 2-12 (a), the Vivaldi antenna, which was designed in Tohoku University, was 

used to configure different antenna arrays for different applications. One of the types 

was the symmetrical CMP antenna array with three pairs of Vivaldi antennas for 

mine hunter vehicle (MHV), as shown in Figure 2-12. In each pair of antennas, one 

was used to transmit the signal while the other one was used to receive it [57]. 

Another type of the arrays was the common-source antenna array with one 

transmitting antenna and five receiving antennas for non-destructive testing of civil 

engineering structures. It could greatly improve the accuracy of the velocity and 

thickness estimations in the laboratory measurements, because the time delay of 

electromagnetic waves from the antenna feeding point to the point of incident on the 

ground surface was compensated according to the antenna offset and the estimated 

phase center position [58]. 
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                 (a)                                                     (b)                                               (c)            

Figure 2-11    ALIS system develop in Tohoku University. (a) The symmetrical CMP antenna array, 

(b) CMP antenna array GPR system mounted on MHV, (c) Disassemble CMP antenna GPR system 

[57]. 

         

                                               (a)                                                                      (b) 

Figure 2-12    The GPR system develop in Tohoku University. (a) the Vivaldi antenna, (b) the 

developed common-source GPR antenna array system [58]. 

Yarovoy et al. from IRCTR, Delft University of Technology implemented several 

types of GPR radar for different applications. A multi-channel UWB radar sensor 

with digital footprint forming has been developed for landmine detection research 

[59]. The mini-array GPR comprised a pulse generator, an antenna array system, a 

seven-channel signal conditioner and an eight-channel sampling converter. The radar 

antenna system consisted of a single dielectric wedge antenna (transmitting antenna) 

elevated 60 cm above the ground and a linear array of loop antennas (receiving 

antenna) elevated 20 cm above the ground [60], as shown in Figure 2-13 (a). The 

whole antenna system was mounted on the TNO Defense test platform and covered 

with a protective shield, as shown in Figure 2-13 (b) (c). This system operated from 

170 MHz, and had a frequency bandwidth of 3.1 GHz. In comparison with 
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commercially available video impulse GPR system, the developed front-end was 

larger in operational bandwidth, allocated at lower frequencies, lighter in weight and 

simplified in block scheme [61]. 

 

        (a)                                         (b)                                                       (c)            

Figure 2-13    IRCTR radar system, (a) The antenna array system [60], (b) Antenna system of the 

radar mounted at the TNO test platform [61], (c) TNO multi-sensor test trolley for landmine detection 

research [61]. 

Another GPR developed in this research group consisted of two cavity-backed 

resistively loaded bow-tie antennas for detection and location of buried utilities [62-

64]. Although the bow-tie antenna was basically the limiting case of bi-conical 

antennas, it was attractive due to its simplicity and wideband property. For GPR 

applications, bow-tie antennas with circular ends demonstrated better performance 

since reflections from the ends occurred at the same time, reducing late-time ringing 

[65]. The resistive loading of the radiating structure had an ultra-wideband behavior 

and adequate radiation efficiency. To reduce the volume occupation, this antenna 

was printed on a high permittivity dielectric substrate. 

 

Figure 2-14    The cavity-backed resistively loaded bow-tie antenna [64]. 
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Huang et al. from University of Liverpool also investigated several types of antennas 

in GPR applications, including the spiral antenna [66] and the monopole antenna. 

They proposed that the planar monopoles antenna had attracted more attention since 

its low cost and light weight made it integrated with other devices seamlessly in the 

system. A coplanar waveguide fed planar UWB monopole antenna was proposed in 

[67]. It modified the conventional circular disc monopole to a Mickey Mouse shaped 

radiator, as shown in Figure 2-15, which could not only reduce the size but also offer 

a broader impedance bandwidth from 0.4-3 GHz. 

 

 Figure 2-15    The Mickey Mouse monopole antenna developed in University of Liverpool [67]. 

2.2.3 Current Status of See-through Wall imaging 

Due to the urgent needs of urban warfare, counterterrorism, calamity rescue and so 

on, UWB imaging systems for see-through wall applications have been developed 

during past years. Advances in a large variety of UWB see-through wall imaging 

systems have been reported in research institutes and companies [68-71]. 

The U.S. Army Research Laboratory (ARL) developed UWB synchronous impulse 

reconstruction (SIRE) radar to image the interior of an abandoned Army barrack 

building. The SIRE radar (300 MHz to 3 GHz) employed a physical aperture of 16 

tapered slot antennas as the receiving antennas. They were equally spaced across a 

linear aperture that was approximately 2 m long. Two impulse transmitters were 

located at either end and slightly above the receiving array, as shown in Figure 2-16. 

In addition to signal-processing techniques, the SIRE radar achieved enhanced 

resolution [72-73]. 
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Figure 2-16    The ARL UWB SIRE radar system integrated onto the vehicle [72]. 

The research group from University of Tennessee has been involved in developing 

UWB impulse synthetic aperture radar (SAR) prototypes for real-time human 

imaging and indoor positioning using time-domain techniques, as shown in Figure 2-

17 (a). There were two generations of the prototype with two sub-arrays [74-76]. In 

the first one, the antenna array contained 16 sub-arrays, each of which was a 1 × 16 

antipodal Vivaldi antenna array, covering the usage of 6-10 GHz, as shown in Figure 

2-17 (b). This prototype was mainly for seeing through drywall and wooden wall. In 

the second prototype, the antenna array utilised 8 sub-arrays, each of which was a 1 × 

8 Vivaldi antennas, covering the operation frequency band of 1.99-10.6 GHz, as 

shown in Figure 2-17 (c). One wideband Vivaldi element was used as transmitting 

antenna, while a 1 × 8 linear Vivaldi antenna array was treated as the receiving 

antenna. This prototype could be mounted on the top of a vehicle for easy 

deployment and surveillance.  

The research group from Universität Duisburg-Essen Germany implemented a 3D bi-

static and fully polarimetric UWB imaging system for inspecting a target with weak 

scattering centres. It was a UWB Maximum Length Binary Sequence (M-Sequence) 

Radar with an operating band of 4.5-13.5 GHz with an additional quadrature 

modulator. A pair of directive Teflon embedded two tapered slot line Vivaldi 

antennas on a single substrate, as shown in Figure 2-18. The antennas, operating 

from 3.5 GHz to 13.5 GHz, gave a higher gain and saved space compared to an array 

of two separated antennas. However the sharp focusing characteristic might gather 
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spatially distributed energy when a target under test was not in the main lobe of the 

antennas [77-78]. 

The UWB 3D imager from Manor Research Ltd. was able to image the targets 

concealed in the suitcase and detect people over a distance. It used four antenna array 

units, operating as two independent bi-static Radars. They were in co-polar vertical 

and co-polar horizontal polarisation respectively, as shown in Figure 2-19. Each 

antenna array unit contained 25 elements, which was total 49 cm in length [79]. 

Although this system could be applied in multiple applications, it was not in compact 

size. 

 

 

                               (a)                                                (b)                                               (c)            

Figure 2-17    UWB through-wall imaging system from University of Tennessee; (a) The first 

generation of the whole system; (b) 16 × 16 antenna array (first generation) [74]; (c) 8 × 8 antenna 

array (second generation) [76]. 

 

     

                                               (a)                                                                      (b) 

Figure 2-18    The dual-polarimetric antennas used in UWB imaging system from Universität 

Duisburg-Essen. (a) the model, (b) the manufacture [77]. 
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(a)                                (b)                                   (c) 

Figure 2-19    UWB 3D Imager from Roke Manor Research Ltd., DTI and Thales Research & 

Technology (UK) Ltd; (a) The whole system; (b) Suitcase imaging; (c) People scanning [79] 

2.3 Summary 

This chapter have mainly described the basic concept of UWB imaging technology. 

First it has presented the basic UWB radar technology, including the detecting 

method, frequency domain and time domain imaging techniques. Then it has 

reviewed the state-of-the-art of UWB imaging applications in medical imaging, 

ground penetrating radar and see-through wall imaging. The typical implemented 

imaging systems around the world in these applications have been given in a brief 

description. Among them, it is known that large profile antenna arrays have been 

applied in the systems. In order to make the system compact, reduce the cost and 

optimize the number of antennas conveniently, a time-domain UWB imaging system 

needs to be developed. 
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Chapter 3   The Antenna for the 

Imaging System 

 

The antenna plays a very important role in both UWB communication and imaging 

systems. Unlike UWB communication systems, the antenna used in UWB imaging 

applications should have a directional radiation pattern with high directivity and be 

able to transmit UWB short pulses with minimal distortion [1-2]. The antenna must 

be compact in size and light in weight as well, considering its portability and 

practicality. 

Usually, single UWB antenna is not suitable for UWB imaging application, because 

the aperture of one receiving antenna is too limited to achieve a good cross-range 

resolution. Therefore, an array-based sub-system is developed. The antenna array can 

be composed of individual antennas or antenna sub-arrays, depending on the required 

radiation power for different applications. For medical imaging purpose, individual 

antennas in the array can work as a bi-static or multi-static system. For see-through 

wall imaging application, antenna sub-arrays should be used for higher radiation 

power and larger array aperture. The antenna sub-arrays can increase the gain and 

directivity compared with the single antenna, which is useful for long-range 

detection application. In conclusion, when designing the UWB imaging system for a 

particular application, a trade-off needs to be determined among the physical 

structure of the antenna array, the number of antennas used in the array and the 

achievable resolution in the system.  

At first, this chapter will give an overview of typical antennas used in the UWB 

imaging system. Then, the tapered slot antenna will be reviewed specifically, as well 

as its feeding technique. On top of it, a circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi antenna will 

be proposed and lastly a corrugated balanced antipodal Vivaldi antenna will be 

presented to show an improvement in its directivity and gain. The frequency-domain 

analysis will be provided for these two antipodal Vivaldi antennas, including the 
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simulated and measured results of reflections, current flow changes, gain estimations 

and radiation patterns. 

3.1 Overview of the antennas in UWB imaging systems 

Until now, many UWB antennas used in UWB imaging systems have been 

developed. Among them, four types of antennas are utilised in the typical UWB 

imaging systems, which are horn antenna, stacked-patch antenna, bow-tie antenna 

and tapered slot antenna (TSA).  

A ridged pyramidal horn antenna has been designed for mono-static UWB breast 

cancer imaging system at University of Wisconsin. Its VSWR is less than 1.5 across 

the frequency range from 1 GHz to 11 GHz. The fidelity of the radiated signal ranges 

between 0.92 and 0.96 over an angular span of 180
0
 centred on bore-sight [3]. A 

dielectric wedge horn has been designed at Delft University of Technology for GPR 

system. This horn antenna uses a dielectric wedge to decrease the coupling and the 

sensitivity to external, reducing the late-time ringing effect by choosing the dielectric 

permittivity of the wedge as close as possible to the dielectric permittivity of a 

typical ground. This kind of horn antenna is possible for GRP application, but the 

size is not small. The height of the wedge in horn antenna is about 25.25 cm with the 

antenna’s aperture of 16 cm × 16 cm [4]. A dielectrically scaled double-ridged horn 

antenna has been developed at Ilmenau University of Technology in Germany for 

breast cancer imaging [5-6]. This dielectric scaling horn antenna leads to a 

significant size reduction of the radiating elements at the cost of being immersed into 

the phantom material. Although the horn antenna has high gain and directivity, it is 

not easy to form a compact antenna array. 

Stacked-patch and wide slot antennas have been designed at University of Bristol. 

They are mounted on a hemispherical surface and formed as a multi-static UWB 

breast cancer imaging system. This antenna is compact and radiates effectively into a 

high permittivity ( 9r ) dielectric medium over the desired frequency bandwidth 

1.5 to 7 GHz [7-8].  
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A modified wire bow-tie antenna has been developed in Delft University of 

Technology for GPR application. It has 25 cm wires on each arm and 10
0
 angular 

separations between the neighbouring wires. It has been indicated that such a wire 

structure is a good approximation for a solid bow-tie antenna with respect to its 

radiation characteristics and moreover allows simple implementation of resistive 

loading using lumped resistors when the antenna is realized as a printed antenna on a 

dielectric substrate [9]. It has omni-directional radiation patterns, which are suitable 

for GPR application, but less in advantage of medical imaging or see-through 

imaging applications. 

An eight-element tapered slot sub-array has been designed for UWB through-wall 

imaging system which operates from 2 GHz to 4 GHz at University of Tennessee. 

The overall size of the sub-array, including the impedance matching feeding 

structure, is about 48 cm × 21 cm. Meanwhile a sixteen-element antipodal Vivaldi 

sub-array has been designed for 8-12 GHz UWB imaging system. The overall size of 

the sub-array is about 17.8 cm × 40.6 cm including the feeding structure. Both of 

them used for through-wall imaging application have more than 12 dBi gain over the 

respective operating band [10]. A tapered slot antenna with flare width and length of 

20 mm and 34 mm respectively has been designed to operate over the 20 GHz to 40 

GHz region for through-slab imaging system at Michigan State University [11], 

which has achieved between 10 dBi and 12 dBi bore sight gain over the operating 

frequency. Balanced antipodal Vivaldi antenna has been implemented at University 

of Calgary for the breast cancer imaging system. This antenna balances the E-field 

distribution in the flared slot and provides a lower reflection from the feeding 

structure. As the feeding structure is followed by a gradual transition from a stripline 

to a tri-strip transmission line, the conductor width increases linearly while the 

ground width decreases exponentially to keep constant impedance [12]. A triplate-

structured TSA element with the Marchand balun is developed at Queen Mary, 

University of London [13]. It performs good ARC (Active Refection Coefficient) 

and better scanning directivity when forming an infinite planar array. 

In all, from the current utilizations in the present UWB imaging systems, these 

antennas are all have high directivity and gain to the advantage. Considering the 
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physical size to form an array, rigid horn antenna unfavourably has a solid structure, 

relatively high cost and a heavy weight. Moreover, due to its large physical aperture 

it suffers multiple reflections between the aperture of the antenna and the detecting 

target. The radiated impulse towards the target may bounce back to the antenna and 

re-radiated. Although the dielectric loaded horn antenna can improve this problem, 

the radiation efficiency is lowered. So it is not a good candidate.  

Stacked-patch antenna is a planar structure which is more desirable than horn, 

however its worse directivity and gain compared with tapered slot antenna limit its 

ability in many UWB systems.  

Bow-tie antennas exhibit wide bandwidth and simple structure. It has been modified 

over the years by adding resistive or resistive-capacitive loading for proper radiation 

as the single transmit antenna for GPR applications. However the omni-directional 

radiation characteristic reduces its possibility to be used in this bag imaging 

application.  

The tapered slot antenna can provide ultra wide frequency band and maintain high 

radiation directivity. It is simple in structure, low in fabrication cost and easy to form 

an array. Therefore, the tapered slot antenna is considered to be the optimal choice 

for the proposed UWB imaging system in the thesis.  

3.2 Tapered Slot Antenna 

3.2.1 Principle of operation 

The Tapered Slot Antenna (TSA) is widely used as the radiation element for 

broadband arrays. This antenna was first proposed by Gibson in the late 1970’s in 

[14]. It is a class of end fire, travelling wave antenna. An electromagnetic (EM) wave 

propagates through the surface of the antenna substrate with a phase velocity less 

than the speed of light. Elements with phase velocity greater than the speed of light 

are referred to as leaky wave antennas, which do not typically exhibit end fire 

radiation. The EM wave moves along the increasingly separated metallization tapers 

until the separation and radiates into free space from the end of the substrate. The E-
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plane of the antenna is the plane containing the electric field vectors of the radiated 

EM waves [15]. The H-plane, containing the magnetic component of the radiated 

EM wave, runs perpendicular to the substrate, orthogonally to the electric field.  

TSA has several types of taper profiles, as shown in Figure 3-1. The most common 

types are linear tapered (LTSA), constant width (CWSA) and Vivaldi. Experiments 

conducted by Lee and Simons have shown that the curvature of the tapered profile 

has a significant impact on the gain, beam width and bandwidth of tapered slot 

antennas. The half-power beam width (HPBW) on the E-plane increases with a 

decrease in the radius of curvature while it is opposite on the H-plane [16].  

 

Figure 3-1    Types of TSA: (a) Vivaldi, (b) Linear-Constant, (c) Tangent, (d) Vivaldi-Constant, (e) 

Parabolic, (f) Stepped-Constant, (g) Linear, (h) Broken-Linear [17]. 

 

Figure 3-2    Geometry of the tapered slot antenna. 
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Among all these types of TSA, Vivaldi antenna is a typical ultra-wide band antenna 

constructed on a PCB (Printed Circuit Board), which has been developed for many 

years. It is a tapered slot antenna characterised by an exponential flare shape, 

producing directive radiation pattern with 8-10 dBi gain and side lobe levels of -10 

dBi to -15 dBi. The Vivaldi antenna is easy to fabricate, having no highly sensitive 

dimensional tolerances. The dielectric substrate of the printed antenna slows the 

travelling wave in the slot, producing enhanced end-fire gain for a band of 

frequencies.  

A conventional Vivaldi antenna is shown in Figure 3-2. EW  , AW  and oW  are the 

width of the input slot, radiating area slot and output slot respectively. It has two 

areas for propagation and radiation. The propagation area is the one between EW  and 

AW , while the radiation area is defined between AW  and oW . The EM waves travel 

down the curved path of the flare along the antenna. In the region where the 

separation between the conductors is small compared to the free-space wavelength, 

the waves are tightly bound. As the separation increases, the bond becomes 

progressively weaker and the waves are radiated away from the antenna. This occurs 

when the edge separation is greater than one-half wavelength. To achieve a wider 

bandwidth, it is imperative to consider two aspects, 1) the transition from the main 

input transmission line to the slot line for feeding the antenna; 2) the dimensions and 

shape of the tapered slot.  

3.2.2 Feeding technique 

A proper feeding structure is essential to maximize the impedance match bandwidth, 

which determines the low and high frequency limits [18]. 

Most microwave integrated circuits (MICs) are realized in microstrip transmission 

medium. The best feed suited for the TSA is a slotline. In order to couple microwave 

signals to the antenna from a planar microstrip circuit, a transition is needed. These 

transitions should be very compact and have low loss. The commonly used methods 

are the coxial line feed and microstrip line feed. 
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The coaxial line feed provides a direct path for coupling of fields across the slot [19]. 

The transition consists of a coaxial line placed perpendicular at the end of an open 

circuited slot. The output conductor of the cable is electrically connected to the 

ground plane on one side of the slot while the inner conductor of the coaxial line 

forms a semicircular shape over the slot. However, designing slotlines with very 

stable characteristic impedances is difficult because the width is too narrow, which 

leads to inaccurate errors in fabrication. 

The microstrip is an unbalanced transmission line while the slotline feeding the 

tapered slot antenna should be a balanced medium. So, it is necessary to design a 

balun that would work over a wide frequency range or ideally be frequency 

independent. 

A microstrip to slot transition consists of a slot, etched on one side of the substrate, 

crossing an open circuited microstrip line, located on the opposite side, at a right 

angle. The major drawback for this kind of a transition is that it could reduce 

operating bandwidth. A number of ways have been suggested in the literature to 

improve this microstrip slotline transition. They will be described in detail below. 

(1) Microstrip-slotline 

Schuppert has proposed the use of circular quarter-wave stubs in the design of 

microstrip-slotline transitions to obtain a more wideband transition than from the 

transitions with straight stubs [20]. Sloan et al has used radial stubs instead of the 

circular ones [21]. The stripline is used as a connection to the transmitter circuitry, 

while the slotline is flared outwards from the feed. In [22], a triplate-structured TSA 

element for array with the Marchand balun has been designed, the geometry of which 

is shown in Figure 3-3. This kind of antenna has three layers, the top and the bottom 

of which are identical exponential tapered slotlines acting as ground planes, the 

middle of which is the stripline plane used as the connection to the signal input. The 

input signal is fed to the stripline input and is then coupled to the slotline on either 

side of the substrate. Such a double-sided structure is symmetrical in terms of 

dielectric loading and field distribution, so that it will be less dispersive. 
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Figure 3-3    Structure of the stripline-fed Vivaldi element (a) top view, (b) middle layer-stripline feed 

structure, (c) side view [22]. 

(2) Antipodal slotline 

The antipodal antenna, as shown in Figure 3-4, has two flared radiation shape printed 

on both sides of the dielectric substrate and fed by using a tapered microstrip to 

symmetric double-sided stripline transition. The smooth transition removes the 

bandwidth limitation of the original TSA design. However, because of the dielectric 

spacing between the flares of the antenna, antipodal tapered slot antenna has a 

relatively high level of cross polarisation. 

 

Figure 3-4  The antipodal Vivaldi antenna. 

(3) Balanced antipodal slotline 

In order to improve the cross polarization of the antipodal slotline, an optimized one 

named as balanced antipodal Vivaldi antenna is developed. It converts the usual 

antipodal Vivaldi into a triplate-based structure, adding an additional dielectric and 
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metallization layer that balances the E-filed distribution in the flared slot. The 

antenna starts in a stripline. One side of the board has the input track that is then 

flared to produce one half of a conventional Vivaldi antenna. On the other side, the 

ground planes are reduced to a balanced set of lines that are flared-out in the opposite 

direction to form the overall balanced structure. This kind of antenna  as shown in 

Figure 3-5 has been developed at University of Calgary for their breast cancer 

imaging system. 

 

Figure 3-5  Balanced antipodal Vivaldi antenna [23]. 

All in all, TSA has advantages of light weight, narrower beam width and high gain, 

which makes it a good candidate for imaging applications. In the following sections, 

two antennas based on antipodal Vivaldi antenna and balanced antipodal Vivaldi 

antenna have been developed for our imaging system. 

3.3 The circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi antenna 

3.3.1 Structure of the antenna 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the antenna for this UWB imaging system should have 

high gain over the main operating frequency band. It should be in compact and 

simple structure, which is easy to form an array. Then the antipodal Vivaldi antenna 

is proposed firstly. 

The traditional antipodal antenna, as shown in Figure 3-6 (a), uses two exponentially 

tapered lines to form as inner and outer edges of the radiation part. The radiation 

flare and the mirrored one are placed on both sides of the substrate. It is a slow leaky 

end-fire travelling wave antenna. The electromagnetic wave travels down the 
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gradually curved path of the flares. As the separation between the flares increases, 

the EM wave radiates into free space. 

Here, a kind of modified antipodal Vivaldi antenna is proposed for our UWB 

imaging system, as shown in Figure 3-6 (b). It mainly consists of radiation flares and 

microstrip lines. The microstrip line on the front side of the substrate is a parallel 

stripline, while the one on the back side is a dual circular stripline. They are on 

different sides of the substrate and gradually flare out in opposite directions to form 

the tapered slot. The radiation flare is composed of three curves, which are the inner 

and outer edges defined by exponential lines, and a circular line connected to them. 

The exponential line is defined in the following equation (3-1). The circular line 

connects the two exponential lines. It can provid a smooth path to the surface current 

and reduce the reflection from the straight edges of the substrate. 

                                                        21 cecy qx                                                    (3-1) 

Where c1 and c2 are determined by the coordinates of the first and last points of the 

exponential line. q is the opening rate [24].  

The antipodal Vivaldi antenna operates as a resonant antenna at the lower end of 

frequency band. The slot aperture W0 is determined based on the lowest frequency 

fmin and effective dielectric constant  , following the equation (3-2). 

                                                    
min

0
2 f

c
W                                                      (3-2) 

The impedance match is influenced by the width of the microstripe line W1. The 

performance at the lower end of the operating frequency band is determined by the 

width of the antenna, the size of the ground plane, the flare rate q and the radius R of 

the circular line. The relative size parameters of the antenna are listed in Table 3-1. 

They are optimized in the commercial simulation software CST Microwave Studio. 

The substrate is FR4 with the permittivity of 3. The antenna uses a SMA connector at 

the bottom side of the substrate. The front and back views of the fabricated antenna 

are shown in Figure 3-7 (a) and (b). The slot aperture W0 of the antenna is 30 mm, 
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equivalent to 35.0 .   is the wavelength of 2 GHz. The size of the substrate is 60 

mm × 70 mm. 

Table 3-1    The dimensions of the circular-edge antenna 

Parameter 

Length of 

the 

substrate, L 

Width of 

the 

substrate, 

W 

Thickness of 

the substrate, 

h 

Radius of 

the circular 

edge, R 

Length of 

the 

microstrip 

line, L1 

Width of 

the 

microstrip 

line, W1 

Value 

(mm) 
70 60 1.6 16 26 4 

             

                                          (a)                                                      (b) 

Figure 3-6    The structure of the antipodal Vivaldi antenna; (a) the traditional one; (b) the circular-

edge one. 

    

   (a)                                               (b)  

Figure 3-7    The fabricated antipodal antenna; (a) the front view; (b) the back view. 
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3.3.2 Simulated and measured results 

The antenna is simulated in CST microwave studio. The simulated and measured 

results of 11S  are shown in Figure 3-8. The -10 dB frequency bandwidth of the 

circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi antenna is from 2 GHz up to 12 GHz. Such an ultra-

wide band is capable enough for the UWB imaging system. 

The modified circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi antenna has the same size of the 

substrate and the same exponential inner and outer edges of the radiation flare as the 

traditional antipodal antenna, but it has better 11S  performance especially in lower 

frequency. The simulated 11S  for both antennas are plotted in Figure 3-9. The blue 

dash curve and the red solid curve refer to 11S  parameters of the traditional antipodal 

Vivaldi antenna and the circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi antenna, respectively. It can 

be observed that the circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi antenna operates at lower end of 

the frequency band than the traditional one.  

The reason is that the circular-edge extends the equivalent width of the radiation flare 

oW  as marked in Figure 3-6 (b). The parameter oW is proportional to the wavelength 

of lower operating frequency. Thus when the equivalent width oW  is increasing, the 

operating frequency is shifting to lower frequency. By increasing the radius R of the 

circular edge, the extension of the equivalent width oW  is increasing correspondingly. 

The operating frequency is shifting to lower frequency, which can be obtained from 

Figure 3-10. 

It is also evident from the current distribution on the surface of the antenna shown in 

Figure 3-11. The current distribution on the circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi antenna 

covers more area at the edge of the inner radiation flare than the traditional one in 2.2 

GHz. This makes the antenna work properly in the lower frequency.  
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Figure 3-8    11S  performance of the simulated and measured results for the circular-edge antipodal 

Vivaldi antenna. 

 

Figure 3-9    The comparison of 11S  simulated results between the traditional one and the proposed 

modified one. 
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Figure 3-10    The simulated 11S when varying the radius of circular edge. 

                                    

                                                  (a)                                                        (b)  

 

Figure 3-11    The current distribution on the surface of the antenna;  (a) the traditional antipodal 

Vivaldi antenna; (b) the circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi antenna. 

The simulated result of the gain is shown in Figure 3-12, which is from 2.04 dBi to 

6.25 dBi across the frequency bandwidth of 2-10 GHz. But the gain is not high over 

the lower frequency band (3-6 GHz). It is the main working frequency band of the 

system, which will be described in Chapter 5. 

The simulated results of radiation patterns at different frequencies are shown in 

Figure 3-13. The simulated and measured radiation patterns for E-plane and H-plane 

are respectively shown in Figure 3-14 and Figure 3-15. The 3 dB beam width for the 
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single antipodal antenna at 4 GHz, 5 GHz, 6 GHz and 7 GHz is respectively 60.7
0
, 

67.8
0
, 87.7

0
 and 89.1

0
 in E-plane. 

 

Figure 3-12    The simulated result of gain. 

     

(a)                                                                          (b)                               

      

(c)                                                                        (d) 

Figure 3-13    3D simulated radiation patterns at different frequencies; (a) 4 GHz; (b) 5 GHz; (c) 6 

GHz; (d) 7 GHz. 
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  (a)                                                        (b) 

 

                                                  (c)                                                    (d) 

Figure 3-14    E-plane of simulated (blue) and measured (red) results at different frequencies; (a) 4 

GHz, (b) 5 GHz, (c) 6 GHz, (d) 7 GHz. 

 

                                                   (a)                                                         (b) 
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                                          (c)                                                         (d) 

Figure 3-15      H-plane of simulated (blue) and measured (red) results at different frequencies; (a) 4 

GHz, (b) 5 GHz, (c) 6 GHz, (d) 7 GHz. 

For the linear array with N identical elements, each of which has the same radiation 

pattern   ,f


, the overall radiation pattern of the array can be calculated as 
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Where r  is the distance of elements form the observation point. AF is the array factor. 

For the normalized array factor, it is given as  
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Where   is the phase difference between the feed of the array elements.   is the 

required phase shifting along X-axis to control the beam. d is the element spacing. 

In order to compute the HPBW (Half Power Beam width) for the major lobe in 

addition of the first maximum m  , the half-power point h is also required. The 

HPBW can be given as 

                                               hmHPBW   2                                               (3-6) 
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It is known that the HPBW of the antenna array is related to the array factor, which is 

determined by the element number, element spacing and the excitation phase of each 

element. The directivity of the antenna array increases with the number of elements 

and element spacing. But the element spacing should not exceed a half wavelength to 

avoid the grating lobes. Therefore, it is necessary to choose proper array element to 

satisfy the requirement. 

When this antenna is used as the receiving antenna in the imaging system, a four-

element linear antenna array is formed. The 2D radiation patterns in E-plane of the 

array at different frequencies are simulated in CST Microwave Studio and plotted in 

Matlab, as shown in Figure 3-16. The antenna gain can go up to 10 dB, and 3 dB 

beam widths of this array at 4 GHz, 5 GHz, 6 GHz and 7 GHz are respectively 15.8
0
, 

12.9
0
, 10.8

0
 and 9.1

0
. The antenna array has been improved in directivity and gain so 

that it is suitable for the imaging application compared with the single one. 

In conclusion, the circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi antenna can work from 2 GHz up 

to 12 GHz. The linear array based on four antenna elements improves the directivity 

and the gain. In order to improve the gain in lower frequency, especially from 3 GHz 

to 6 GHz, the following balanced antipodal Vivaldi antenna has been investigated. 

    

(a)                                                                        (b) 
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   (c)                                                                    (d) 

Figure 3-16    The simulated radiation pattern in E-plane of four elements array at different 

frequencies; (a) 4 GHz, (b) 5 GHz, (c) 6 GHz, (d) 7 GHz. 

 

3.4 The Corrugated Balanced Antipodal Vivaldi Antenna 

3.4.1 Structure of the antenna 

In order to improve the directivity and gain of the antenna in the lower frequency 

band, the corrugated structure has been suggested to increase the directivity to the 

tapered slot antenna in [25-26]. Thus it will be applied to the traditional balanced 

antipodal Vivaldi antenna. 

The corrugated balanced antipodal Vivaldi antenna has been designed. It has three 

metallic layers and two supporting substrates. The structure of three layers is shown 

in Figure 3-17. Like a sandwich structure, the radiated antenna layer is in the middle 

of the two supporting FR4 substrates, while the front and back metallic layers, which 

can be treated as the ground layer, are attached on the outermost side of these two 

substrates. The front and back ground layers are in the same shape, while the central 

radiated one is in the mirrored shape. The radiation flare is shaped of inner and outer 

exponential edges, and cut with linear slot lines. These slot lines are all in the same 

length sd  in Y-axis, with the same distance d  between them. They reduce the width 

along X-axis linearly from lower side to up side of the radiation flare. The 
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dimensions of the radiation flare are similar to the one when designing previous 

antipodal Vivaldi antenna. The values of the dimensions are also simulated and 

optimized in CST Microwave Studio to achieve impedance match over the frequency 

band of 3.1-10.6 GHz. They are listed in Table 3-2.  

The width of the corrugated BAVA is reduced remarkably compared with the 

circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi antenna, mainly due to the effort of these slot lines. 

The slot lines can enlarge the equivalent size of the radiated area and make the 

antenna more compact. The fabricated antenna is shown in Figure 3-18.   

Table 3-2    The dimensions of the corrugated BAVA 

Parameter W L wm L1 L2 sd  d  

Value (mm) 35 75 1.5 10 32 0.7 0.9 

                      

      (a)                                          (b)                                                      (c) 

Figure 3-17    The physical structure of the corrugated BAVA; (a)  the front layer view; (b)  the 

middle layer view; (c)  the back layer view. 
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Figure 3-18    The fabricated corrugated BAVA. 

3.4.2 Simulated and measured results 

This antenna operates from 2.8 GHz to 12 GHz in the simulation and from 3 GHz to 

12 GHz in the measurement. The simulated and measured 11S  are plotted in Figure 3-

19. The red curve is the measured result while the blue curve is the simulated one. 

There is a deep attenuation around 4 GHz in the measured 11S , mainly because the 

gap between the two substrates. This antenna has two substrates, which are 

connected by the SMA connector at the bottom side. Therefore there is a thin gap of 

air between them. It may influence the 11S  performance. In order to verify this 

possibility, the simulated model of this antenna with a gap of air is carried out in 

CST Microwave Studio. The thickness of gap is 0.18mm. The simulated 11S  is shown 

as the green curve in Figure 3-19. It matches well with the measured result. 

 

Figure 3-19    The simulated and measured 11S of corrugated BAVA. 
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The corrugated structure can make the antenna operate in lower frequency. As shown 

in Figure 3-20, the corrugated BAVA has lower end of the operating frequency band 

compared with the one without corrugated structure. 

In BAVA, travelling wave propagates along the inner edge of the flares, which is the 

main mechanism of the radiation. Normally, the current is flowing along the edge of 

the radiation flare. For the BAVA without corrugated structure, the wavelength of 

the wave is relatively long in lower frequency. When the current travels to the end 

edge of the radiation flare, it will cover most area and flow back on the radiation 

flare, as shown in Figure 3-21 (a). But in higer frequency, due to the short 

wavelength, it focuses on travelling along the edge, as shown in Figure 3-21 (b). In 

this case, the radiation intensity will be reduced by the returned current in lower 

frequency, so the gain of the antenna is lower compared to the one in higher 

frequency. 

For the corrugated BAVA, the corrugated structure can change the current 

distribution on the radiation flare, especially in lower frequency. As described above, 

the current travels on most area of the end edge of the radiation flare and then flows 

back. Using the corrugated structure, it will be forced to travel along the edge of the 

flare, and be suppressed to flow back. But in higher frequency, the current is hardly 

influenced by the corrugated structure, because it orginally travels along the edge of 

the raidiation flare. It is evidently shown in Figure 3-21 (c) and Figure 3-21 (d) that 

the current distribution has changed much at 4 GHz than at 7 GHz. In this case, 

radiation intensity will not be restrained in lower frequency. Therefore the gain of the 

antenna in lower frequency will be higher than usual. As illustrated in Figure 3-22, 

the simulated gain of the corrugated BAVA is higher than the one without corrugated 

structure, especially remarkable in lower frequency. Compared with the circular-edge 

antipodal antenna, the gain of the corrugated BAVA has also been improved across 

the frequency range of 3-6 GHz, while there is only slight difference from 7.5 GHz 

to 10 GHz, as plotted in Figure 3-23. The blue curve represents the corrugated 

BAVA, while the red curve is related to the circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi antenna. 

Since the corrugated structure suppresses the current to flow back in lower frequency, 

it can also improve the radiation efficiency. The comparison of the total radiation 

efficiency for two BAVAs is listed in Table 3-3. It is known that the corrugated 
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structure makes the antenna have relatively better radiation efficiency than the one 

without corrugated structure in lower frequency, e.g. 4 GHz and 5 GHz, although it 

doesn’t change much in higher frequency, e.g. 6 GHz and 7 GHz. 

Therefore, the corrugated BAVA has been achieved to operate from lower frequency, 

have better radiation efficiency and have relatively higher gain from 3 GHz to 6 GHz. 

 

Figure 3-20   The comparison of with and without corrugation in simulated 11S .  

             

     (a)                                                               (b) 
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(c)                                                               (d) 

Figure 3-21    The current distribution on the surface of the antenna at 4 GHz and 7 GHz for different 

BAVAs; (a) the BAVA without corrugation at 4 GHz; (b) the BAVA without corrugation at 7 GHz; (c) 

the corrugated BAVA at 4 GHz; (d) the corrugated BAVA at 7 GHz. 

 

Figure 3-22    The comparison of gain for corrugated BAVA and the one without corrugated structure. 
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Figure 3-23    The comparison of gain for corrugated BAVA and circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi 

antenna. 

Table 3-3    The total radiation efficiency for two BAVAs at different frequencies. 

Frequency (GHz) 
Total radiation efficiency (dB) 

The corrugated BAVA BAVA Without corrugation 

4 -1.1 -1.3 

5 -1.2 -1.4 

6 -1.6 -1.7 

7 -1.9 -1.9 

The simulated results of 3D radiation patterns at different frequencies are shown in 

Figure 3-24. Compared with the circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi antenna, the 

corrugated BAVA is higher in directivity across the whole operating frequency range 

especially in lower frequency band. The simulated and measured radiation patterns 

for E-plane and H-plane are shown in Figure 3-24 and Figure 3-25 respectively. Very 

good agreement has been met between the measured radiation patterns and the 

simulated ones. The 3 dB beam widths of the single corrugated BAVA are 68.6
0
, 

62.2
0
, 62.0

0
 and 61.3

0 
at 4 GHz, 5 GHz, 6 GHz and 7 GHz in the E-plane 

respectively.  
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When E-plane array is built by four corrugated BAVAs, the radiation patterns at 

different frequencies which are simulated in CST Microwave Studio are plotted in 

Matlab, as shown in Figure 3-26. The 3 dB beam widths of this array are 14.7
0
, 11.7

0
, 

10.3
0
 and 8.1

0 
at 4 GHz, 5 GHz, 6 GHz and 7 GHz respectively. It is narrower in the 

beam width than the previous circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi antenna. 

   

                                            (a)                                                                       (b) 

   

                                             (c)                                                                           (d)    

Figure 3-24  3D simulated radiation patterns for Corrugated BAVA; (a) 4 GHz; (b) 5 GHz; (c) 6 GHz; 

(d) 7 GHz. 

   

                                                    (a)                                                      (b) 
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                                                    (c)                                                     (d)    

Figure3-25 The simulated (blue) and measured (red) radiation patterns in E-plane; (a)At 4 GHz, (b) At 

5 GHz, (c) At 6 GHz, (d) At 7 GHz. 

   

                                                    (a)                                                      (b) 

   

                                                   (c)                                                       (d)    

Figure 3-26   The simulated (blue) and measured (red) radiation patterns in H-plane; (a)At 4 GHz, (b) 

At 5 GHz, (c) At 6 GHz, (d) At 7 GHz. 
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                                        (a)                                                                           (b)    

 

                                         (c)                                                                            (d)    

Figure 3-27    The simulated radiation pattern in E-plane of four elements array at different frequency; 

(a) 4 GHz, (b) 5 GHz, (c) 6 GHz, (d) 7 GHz. 

3.5 Summary 

This chapter has mainly presented the antennas developed for the UWB imaging 

system. Two types of antennas, which are the circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi 

antenna and the corrugated balanced antipodal Vivaldi antenna, have been designed 

and investigated in the frequency domain. Both antennas can work from 3 GHz to 12 

GHz, while the width of the corrugated BAVA is reduced almost as half as that of 

the circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi antenna. The BAVA with corrugated structure is 

smaller in size. It has high gain and directivity in lower frequency band. The gain of 
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the corrugated balanced antipodal Vivaldi antenna has been greatly improved to be 

relatively 7 dBi, especially in lower frequency, which is better than the circular-edge 

antipodal Vivaldi antenna. 

Based on the characteristic analysis in the frequency domain, both antennas can be 

good candidates for the UWB imaging system. However, since the proposed imaging 

system will work in the time domain, characteristics for both antennas in the time 

domain need to be investigated. This will be described in detail in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 4 The Antenna’s 

characteristics in the Time Domain  

 

The definition of the UWB antennas indicates that they should be able to operate in 

an ultra-wide frequency band. The analysis in the frequency domain mainly concerns 

their S-parameters, gains and radiation patterns. 

From the prospective of time-domain analysis, UWB systems can be often achieved 

by impulse-based technologies: transmitting extremely narrow pulses on the order of 

1 ns or less and resulting in bandwidth in excess of 1 GHz. To quantify the time 

domain performance of UWB antennas, the impulse response is of particular interest 

and importance. The distortion of the pulse propagation needs to be investigated as 

well, by analysing the pulse fidelity of the antenna system. 

In this chapter, the input modulated Gaussian pulse will be proposed firstly, which 

has less distortion and more practical possibility than the normal Gaussian pulse. 

Secondly, the modulated truncated sine function signal will be investigated, as it will 

be used in the measurement. Thirdly, the time domain analysis are applied to the 

circular-edge antipodal antenna and corrugated balanced antipodal Vivaldi antenna, 

respectively. Lastly, a study on the pulse fidelity for two antennas will be conducted. 

4.1 The input UWB pulse 

4.1.1 Gaussian pulse 

Gaussian pulse is usually the common choice for the ultra-wideband communication 

due to its short duration in the time domain and ultra-wideband spectrum. Different 

pulse widths of the Gaussian pulse will have different spectral bandwidths.  

Following the equations (4-1), the Gaussian pulses with different pulse widths are 

plotted in Figure 4-1 (a). As increasing the pulse parameter b , the spectral bandwidth 

will decrease, as shown in Figure 4-1 (b). Although the bandwidth covers several 
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Gigahertzes, the PSD (Power Spectral Density) doesn’t satisfy the FCC’s regulation 

especially from 0.96 GHz to 1.61 GHz. Meanwhile if the pulse parameter psb 450 , 

the peak value of the PSD will access above -41.3 dBm/MHz, which is also beyond 

the requirement.  
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Where, pulse parameter b is related to the pulse width. d  is the delay in time.  

While increasing the derivation of the Gaussian pulse following the equations from 

(4-2) to (4-5) in which the pulse parameter psb 100 , the spectrum of these pulses 

will shift to higher frequency, and be more satisfied to FCC’s regulation in PSD. As 

shown in Figure 4-2 (b), the fourth-order of Gaussian pulse almost satisfies the 

FCC’s regulation even for UWB outdoor application.  

In the same principle with Gaussian pulse, the pulse duration is reciprocal of the 

frequency bandwidth, which can be seen from Figure 4-3. When the pulse parameter 

b  is bigger than 100 ps, the bandwidth in the frequency domain will still beyond the 

regulation especially from 0.96 GHz to 1.61 GHz. Considering the implementation, it 

is not easy to generate a pulse in such short pulse duration less than 100 ps. Another 

thing is that the fourth-order of Gaussian pulse is generated after the fourth 

derivation of the Gaussian pulse, which means it needs to pass through at least four 
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filters. It will introduce more noise and distortion when passing through more filters. 

Due to these reasons, this fourth-order of Gaussian pulse will not be the best choice 

when using it in the measurement. 

 

     (a)                                                                           (b) 

Figure 4-1    The Gaussian pulse with different pulse width; (a) the pulse in the time domain; (b) PSD 

with FCC’s regulation. 

 

                                           (a)                                                                            (b) 

Figure 4-2    The different derivations of Gaussian pulse; (a) the pulse in the time domain; (b) the PSD 

with FCC’s regulation. 
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                                         (a)                                                                           (b) 

Figure 4-3    The fourth order of Gaussian pulse; (a) the pulse in the time domain; (b) the PSD with 

FCC’s regulation. 

4.1.2 Modulated pulse 

In order to satisfy the PSD regulation and be easy to implement, a modulated 

Gaussian pulse is proposed here by modulating the sine function signal and the 

Gaussian pulse. The sine function signal is following the equation (4-6). 

                                                
   attf 2sinsin 

                                                   (4-6) 

Where, a  is the signal repetition frequency. 

Thus, the modulated Gaussian pulse is following the equation (4-7), and plotted in 

Figure 4-4 (a) with Gaussian pulse width in different values. 
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Where a is equal to 4.5, and d is equal to 1.  

The PSD of this modulated signal matches well with the FCC’s regulation, as shown 

in Figure 4-4 (b). Across the UWB frequency band, the power spectral density is 

below -41.3 dBm/MHz. It shows the advantages of low energy density and covering 

ultra-wide frequency band. Meanwhile, this modulated Gaussian pulse can be 

generated easily via modulating signals from VCO (Voltage Controlled Oscillator) 

and Gaussian pulse generator. Two different values of pulse parameter b are chosen 
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in Figure 4-4, which will be discussed in the following paragraphs to compare the 

performances of the antenna when exciting different pulse widths of this modulated 

signal. 

 

                                       (a)                                                                           (b) 

Figure 4-4    The modulated Gaussian pulse; (a) the pulse in the time domain; (b) the PSD with FCC’s 

regulation. 

When doing the measurement, because such narrow Gaussian pulse is not available 

in our lab at the moment, the rectangular signal directly generated from Picosecond 

Pulse Generator Model 10060A will be used instead. After modulated with the Sine 

function signal given in equation (4-6), the modulated rectangular signal is fed to the 

antenna, which is given in formula (4-8) 
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               (4-8) 

Where q is the periodic time. T is the signal repetition period of 10 μs.  is the signal 

duration of 1 ns. cf is the centre frequency of 4.5 GHz. 

Then one period of this modulated rectangular signal is plotted in Figure 4-5 (a). It is 

a pulse train of sine signal in rectangular envelope. From its PSD performance, this 

modulated rectangular signal almost satisfies FCC’s regulation across the UWB 

frequency range. 
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(a)                                                                                    (b) 

Figure 4-5    The modulated rectangular signal; (a) the signal of one period in the time domain; (b) the 

PSD of one period with FCC’s regulation. 

4.2 Impulse response  

4.2.1 Fundamental analysis 

A simple system is considered, which comprises a transmitting antenna, a receiving 

antenna and the corresponding propagation environment, as shown in Figure 4-6. 

The behaviour of the antenna and the system in the frequency domain is usually 

described in transfer function  fH  from system level [1]. The impulse response can 

be derived from transfer function by using Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT). 

This method also can be realized from the measurement easily. 

 

Figure 4-6    A simple communication UWB antenna system [1]. 

The transfer function of the Tx and the channel are defined as the ratio of the electric 

far field at the desired direction and the input voltage at the terminal of the Tx, which 

is expressed in equation (4-9).  
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Where  fE


 and  fVin  are the frequency domain expression of the electric field  te


 

and the input voltage  tvin .  

Similarly, a vector transfer function for the Rx is then defined through the following 

expression. 

                                        
 
 fE

fV
fH out

rx 


                                                                (4-10) 

 fE


 is substituted from (4-9) into (4-10) to establish a relationship between the 

excitation voltage to the Tx and the received voltage at the Rx. This relationship can 

be treated as the transfer function of the antenna system, which is given by 
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   (4-11) 

This system transfer function is also known as  fS21


 when doing the measurement. 

 fS21  is the amplitude of the transfer function while   is the phase of the transfer 

function. 

In this simple UWB radio channel, Kunisch and Pump [2] describe that the antennas 

generally exhibite different shaped transmission and reception impulse responses to 

the same stimulus. For a given antenna the temporal impulse responses in 

transmission and reception are related by a time derivative. In other words, for the 

same UWB antenna, the ratio of the transmitting antenna transfer function to the 

receiving antenna transfer function is proportional to the operating frequency [3]. So 

it can be assumed that the relationship between them is given by equation (4-12). 

                                         fH
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                                                           (4-12) 

Using the conclusion from [4], the free space transfer function is expressed as the 

following equation. 
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Where   is the wavelength related to the operating frequency. d is the distance 

between the transmitting antenna and the receiving antenna. k is the propagation 

constant defined as 


2
k . 

As the transfer function  fS21


 can be measured from the network analyzer, the 

transfer function for the Tx and Rx can be related to the system’s transfer function by 

using the equations above, given by equation (4-14) and (4-15). 
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The UWB antennas operate over a huge frequency range so that the performances of 

the antenna are frequency-dependent. According to the Friis Transmission equation 

[5], the relationship between the power of the Tx and Rx can be expressed as 

equation (4-16). 
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     (4-16) 

Where  fPt ,  fPr  are the power of the transmitting antenna and receiving antenna 

respectively.  ft ,  ft  are the reflection coefficient at the input of the transmitting 

antenna and the output of the receiving antenna.  fGt ,  fGr  are the gain of the 

transmitting antenna and the receiving antenna respectively.     2
ff rt 


 is the 

polarisation matching factor between the transmitting and receiving antennas.  

If two antennas match well in reflection and polarisation, the equation (4-16) can be 

simplified in the form of equation (4-17). 
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Due to the relationship between the power and the voltage, expressed as equation (4-

18), the transfer function of the antenna system can be given by equation (4-19).  
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From the equations, the transfer functions in the frequency domain of the Tx, Rx and 

the system are determined by the characteristics of both transmitting antenna and 

receiving antenna, including impedance matching, gain, polarisation matching and 

the distance between them. The behaviour of the Tx, Rx and the system can be 

analysed via the transfer function.  

When obtaining the transfer function, the impulse responses of the Tx, Rx and the 

system can be derived easily from IFFT, which are given by 

                                                         fSIFFTth 21Re


  

                                                         fHIFFTth txtx


Re  

                                                        fHIFFTth rxrx


Re                                       (4-20) 

To reduce the distortion in the received signals, the transfer function should have a 

relative flat magnitude and a linear phase over the operating frequency [6], which 

results in a relative sharp and narrow pulse width in the time domain for the impulse 

response. 

As known from the definition of transfer function 21S , given by equation (4-11), it is 

related to the amplitude  fS21  and the phase  f . The amplitude  fS21  permits to 

describe the impact of the antenna in the incoming signal. The phase  f  introduces 

another parameter group delay  fg  to describe how the antenna impacts 

transmitting or received signals. The group delay is defined as [7] 
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It gives the total propagation delay from the input terminal of the transmitting 

antenna to the output terminal of the receiving antenna and free space propagation 

between antennas. This parameter can estimate the signal’s distortion when it 

transmits through the antennas and multiple reflections in the antennas. A non-

distorted structure is characterized by a constant group delay, implying that the phase 

changes linearly with frequency. The nonlinearities of the group delay indicate the 

resonant character of the structure to store energy. It results in ringing effect of the 

antenna’s impulse response  th  [8].  

The ringing r  is undesired and results in oscillations of the pulse after the main peak. 

It is defined as the time during which the envelope of the waveform has fallen from 

the peak value p  to a certain lower bound p , following the calculation by the 

equation (4-22). It should be negligibly small. The energy contained in ringing is of 

no use at all, which can therefore be eliminated by absorbing materials [7].  

                                                     pthttpthr tt  
2121 21                                  (4-22) 

4.2.2 Impulse response of the circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi 

antenna 

 

Figure 4-7    The model of antenna system in head-to-head orientation. 

By using the method mentioned in the previous section, the circular-edge antipodal 

Vivaldi antenna is studied in this section. The antennas are put in head-to-head 

position to do the following analysis. The Gaussian pulse is used in the following 

model of the antenna system.  

Two antennas in head-to-head position are simulated in CST Microwave Studio, as 

shown in Figure 4-7. It is a simple antenna transmission system. The transfer 
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function is related to the antenna’s radiation performance. Different distances d  

between the antennas are taken into consideration to check the validity of the model. 

The simulated 21S in amplitude and phase of this head-to-head antenna system is 

shown in Figure 4-8. The blue curve is represented for the situation that the antennas 

are separated by 41 cm, while the red curve is represented for the one that they are 

separated by 20 cm. Both of them have smooth amplitude of 21S  and linear phase 

across the operating frequency range of 2-12 GHz. If the received waveform has less 

distortion, the transfer function should feature a flat magnitude and linear phase 

response across the operating frequency band.  

When the antennas are spacing from 20 cm to 41 cm, the tendency in amplitude 

keeps the same. As explained in section 4.2.1, antenna gain is one of the parameters 

which will influence 21S . When the amplitude  fS21  has deep resonance over the 

certain frequency range, i.e. 3 GHz to 5 GHz and 7 GHz to 9 GHz, which are shown 

in Figure 4-8 (a), the gain varies obviously over the same frequency range, as shown 

in Figure 4-9. The gain of Tx and Rx have a relatively flat gain from 5 GHz to 7 GHz 

compared to the other frequency parts. 

Using the equation (4-21), the group delays of this antenna system are plotted in 

Figure 4-10. The blue curve is represented for the situation that the antennas are 

separated by 41 cm, while the red curve is represented for the one that they are 

separated by 20 cm. The figure shows that across the operating frequency range, the 

circular-edge antipodal antenna has a slow variation over the operating frequency 

range. It will lead the ringing effect in the impulse response  th  of the antenna or the 

antenna system.  

The normalized impulse responses of the antenna system, Tx and Rx are derived 

from  fS21 ,  fHtx  and  fHrx  using IFFT according to the equation (4-20), as 

shown in Figure 4-11 respectively.  fHtx  and  fHrx  can be calculated from the 

measured  fS21  based on equation (4-15) and (4-14). The solid line is represented 

for the distance cmd 41  while the dash line is for the distance cmd 20 . It is evident 

that the impulse responses of the antenna system, Tx and Rx have the same 

waveform shape in two situations. Due to the non-constant group delay, the impulse 
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responses have the ringing after the peak value, which have been marked in Figure 4-

11. This ringing effect proves that the group delay is related to the ability of the 

antenna or the antenna system in energy storage. When the group delay is not 

constant, the antenna or antenna system will store some energy so that the impulse 

response is going to keep oscillation.  

 

(a)                                                                          (b) 

Figure 4-8    The measured 21S  of the head-to-head antenna system; (a) the amplitude of 21S ; (b) the 

phase of 21S . 

  

Figure 4-9    The simulated gain of Tx (blue) and Rx (red). 
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Figure 4-10    The group delay of the head-to-head antenna system for different distances between the 

two antennas. 

 

(a)  

 

  (b)                                                                                 (c) 

Figure 4-11    The impulse responses for the head-to-head antenna system; (a) for the antenna system; 

(b) for the receiving antenna; (c) for the transmitting antenna. 
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4.2.3 Measurements for the circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi 

antenna  

 

Figure 4-12    The measurement for the transmission of the two antennas (head-to-head). 

In order to verify the simulated results for the impulse response, the measurement in 

the frequency domain of this antenna has been achieved using the vector network 

analyser (VNA). The measurement is set up as shown in Figure 4-12. Connect the 

two antennas to the two ports of the VNA, and then the transfer function 21S  will be 

acquired. The distance d  between the two antennas is chosen to be 20 cm and 41 cm 

respectively. 

The measured amplitudes and phases of 21S for two head-to-head antennas separated 

by 20 cm (red) and 41 cm (blue) are plotted in Figure 4-13. The measured amplitudes 

in Figure 4-13 (a) (solid curves) match well with the simulated ones (dash curves) 

over the frequency band except the area around 9 GHz. In reality, the antennas are 

placed on the holder made of wood to complete the measurement. The influence 

between the holder and the antennas needs to be verified in CST software using the 

model shown in Figure 4-14. The permittivity of the wood wood  is chosen to be 2.5 

[9]. The simulated 21S  for this model is plotted in green and black dash curves in 

Figure 4-15. There is a drop down in the amplitude of 21S  around 9 GHz, similar to 

the measured results. When checking the performance of gain, it is found that the 

gain of the antipodal Vivaldi antenna in the model with the wood has an obvious 

variation around 9 GHz, as plotted in Figure 4-16. As explained before, the 

amplitude of 21S  will change according to the power of the antenna, which is related 

to the gain in terms of the equation (4-17). Therefore, the difference of the amplitude 

of 21S  between the simulation and the measurement is related to the variation of gain 

introduced by the wood holder, which has been verified in the simulation.  
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The measured phases (solid curves) across UWB frequency range are linear and keep 

the same tendency with the simulated ones (dash curves) as shown in Figure 4-13 (b). 

They also vary a little around 9 GHz, which is in the same reason above. 

The group delays derived from the measured phase of 21S  are then plotted in Figure 

4-17. This figure shows that the measured group delay (solid curves) matches well 

with the simulated result (dash curves) except the frequency around 9 GHz, which is 

related to the non-liear performance of the phase of 21S  around 9 GHz.  

The normalized impulse responses of the antenna system and the antenna itself are 

derived from the measured 21S , as shown in Figure 4-18. The measured impulse 

responses (solid curves) are in the same waveform shape as the simulated ones (dash 

curves). The ringing effect after the peak value of the impulse responses are also in 

the similar pattern with the simulated results.  

   

(a)                                                                          (b) 

Figure 4-13    The measured (solid curves) 21S  of the head-to-head antennas in the frequency domain 

compared with the simulated (dash curves) result for d=41 cm (blue) and d=20 cm (red); (a) 

Amplitude of 21S ; (b) Phase of 21S . 

 

Figure 4-14    The simulated model with the wood behind each antenna in CST. 
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Figure 4-15    The simulated S11 for the model with the wood behind each antenna. 

 

Figure 4-16    The simulated gain of the antipodal antenna in the models with and without woods. 

 

Figure 4-17    The measured (solid curves) and simulated (dash curves) group delay for the head-to-

head antennas separated by 41 cm (blue) and 20 cm (red). 
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(a) 

 

    (b)                                                                          (c) 

Figure 4-18    The impulse responses for the head-to-head antenna systems in situations of different 

distances between Tx and Rx; (a) for the antenna system; (b) for the receiving antenna; (c) for the 

transmitting antenna. 

4.2.4 Impulse response of the corrugated balanced antipodal 

Vivaldi antenna 

 

Figure 4-19    The model of the head-to-head antenna system using BAVA. 

Similar to the simulation for the circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi antenna in section 

4.2.2, the simulated model for the balanced antipodal Vivaldi antenna shown in 

Figure 4-19 is in the same head-to-head position. One of them is treated as the 
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transmitting antenna Tx and the other one is the receiving antenna Rx. The distance 

between them noted as d  is chosen to have two different values for the purpose of 

model validation. 

The simulated amplitudes of 21S  are shown in Figure 4-20 (a). When the amplitude 

of the corrugated BAVA has a strong resonance over the certain frequency range, i.e. 

3 GHz to 4.5 GHz and 7 GHz to 9 GHz, the gain varies obviously over the same 

frequency range, as shown in Figure 4-21.  

The phases of 21S shown in Figure 4-20 (b) are linear from 3 GHz to 10 GHz, so that 

there is a weak variation in the group delay, as illustrated in Figure 4-22. 

The normalized impulse responses of the corrugated BAVA and the system are 

shown in Figure 4-23. The solid curve in this figure represents the situation that the 

antennas are separated by 41 cm, while the dash curve is represented the one that 

they are separated by 20 cm. As well as the circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi antenna, 

due to the non-ideal constant group delay, the normalized impulse response of the 

corrugated BAVA also has ringing effect after the peak value of the impulse 

response.  

 

  (a)                                                           (b) 

Figure 4-20    The transfer function of the antenna system in the frequency domain; (a) Amplitude of 

21S ; (b) Phase of 21S . 
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Figure 4-21    The simulated gain of Tx (blue) and Rx (red). 

 

Figure 4-22    The group delay of the head-to-head antenna system when they are separated by 41 cm 

(blue) and 20 cm (red). 

 

     (a)  
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        (b)                                                                                      (c) 

Figure 4-23   The impulse responses for the head-to-head antenna system; (a) for the antenna system; 

(b) for the receiving antenna; (c) for the transmitting antenna. 

4.2.5 Measurements for the corrugated balanced antipodal 

Vivaldi antenna 

 

Figure 4-24    The measurement for the transmission of the two antennas (head-to-head). 

The transfer function 21S  for the corrugated BAVA has been measured in free space 

as shown in Figure 4-24. Same as the simulation, the distance d  between the two 

antennas has also been set as two different values of 20 cm and 41 cm. 

The measured amplitudes of 21S , which are shown as the solid curves in Figure 4-25 

(a), match well with the simulated results (dash curves).   

The measured phases of 21S  are shown in Figure 4-25 (b) (solid curves) also keep the 

same tendency with the simulated results (dash curves). Both of the measured phases 

vary linearly across the most part of operating frequency band, except a kink at 5 

GHz and 8 GHz, leading to obvious variations at these two frequency ranges in the 

group delay, as shown in Figure 4-26 (a). Compared with the measured result of the 
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circular-edge antipodal antenna, the group delay of the corrugated BAVA shows 

weaker oscillations over the whole frequency range, as known in Figure 4-26 (b). 

The normalized impulse responses of the antenna system and the antenna itself are 

derived from the measured 21S , as shown in Figure 4-27. The solid curves are the 

calculated results from the measured data, while the dash curves are the one from the 

simulated data. It is noticed that the measured results match well with the simulated 

ones.  

 

 (a)                                                                          (b) 

Figure 4-25    The measured 21S  of the head-to-head antenna system in the frequency domain for 

different antenna spacing ranges; (a) Amplitude of 21S ; (b) Phase of 21S . 

  

                                              (a)                                                                                   (b)  

Figure 4-26    The measured group delay for the head-to-head antenna system; (a) the corrugated 

BAVA separated by 41 cm (blue solid curve) and 20 cm (red solid curve) compared with the 

simulated results (dash curves); (b) the comparison of the corrugated BAVA (solid curves) with the 

circular-edge antipodal antenna (dash curves). 
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  (a) 

 

                                         (b)                                                                            (c) 

Figure 4-27    The measured impulse response for the head-to-head antenna system spacing at 41 cm 

(blue solid curve) and 20 cm (red solid curve) compared with simulated ones (dash curves); (a) for the 

antenna system; (b) for the receiving antenna; (c) for the transmitting antenna. 

4.3 Fidelity analysis 

4.3.1 Performances of current bow-tie antennas for GPR 

In some imaging applications such as impulse GPR, the antenna needs to transmit the 

signal with minimal ringing effect, since such ringing effect may obstruct reflections 

from the targets. The commonly-used UWB antenna for short-range impulse GPR 

applications is resistively-loaded bow-tie antennas due to their relatively simple and 

practical geometry , as well as their ability to transmit UWB transient pulses properly. 

The impulse GPR generally requires the antenna to have sufficient large bandwidth 

and a constant phase centre. The large bandwidth allows the UWB pulses with 
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suppressed ringing effect to avoid masking of targets, while the constant phase centre 

avoids widening of the pulse over time. In order to enlarge the bandwidth, the 

resistively-load structure is usually introduced to bow-tie antennas. For example, the 

modified bow-tie antenna developed in [10], had the ringing duration less than 0.6 ns 

(3 times the pulse duration). It set the potential limit of data rate at more than 1 

Gbit/s.  

But the resistively-load structure also introduces the disadvantage of low radiation 

efficiency. It has been indicated that antenna radiation efficiency might drop to as 

low as 30%, since a large portion of the energy supplied to the antenna was 

dissipated by the resistive load [11]. 

Meanwhile the ringing effect is also related to the distortion of the signal. Obviously, 

larger ringing effect makes the signal distorted in shape. In order to evaluate the 

amount of distortion introduced by the antenna to the radiated or received signals, the 

pulse fidelity is directly used to describe. As analysed in [12], the distortion of the 

signals transmitted by a bow-tie antenna and a Vivaldi antenna respectively has been 

investigated. Both of them showed a high pulse fidelity to the transmitted signal, 

which was above 0.8. The Vivaldi antenna developed in [13] had high peak value 

and short FWHM (Full Width at Half Maximum) (115 ps) of the transient responses 

envelope. The research work in [14] explained that the Vivaldi antenna had constant 

phase centre in E-plane, which would lead less dispersion of the signal in the time 

domain. Thus, it has been verified that the Vivaldi antenna is well suitable for the 

transmission of good pulses. 

In this project, the transmitting and received signals are desired to maintain their 

original shapes. Therefore, the following analysis is focused on the pulse fidelity for 

different signals transmitted by the circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi antenna and the 

corrugeated balanced antipodal Vivaldi antenna which are designed for the imaging 

system. 
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4.3.2 Fundamental analysis 

The mathematical basis for the correlation analysis in the time domain is given below. 

When analysing the signal’s performance, the pulse fidelity F  is used to quantify the 

variation of the output signal s2 t( ) with respect to a reference signal, e.g. the input 

signal s1 t( ). It is the maximum correlation value with the normalized output signal 

s2 t( ) and the input signal s1 t( ), mathematically expressed as (4-23) [15]. 
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Where τ is the time delay between the two signals.  

Consequently, from this expression, it can be inferred that when pulse fidelity 

between the two signals has its maximum value, the minimum distortion will be 

obtained. 

In section 4.1, different pulses have been analysed in terms of the UWB’s frequency 

band regulation. In the following sections, different pulses are transmitted to the 

antenna system to evaluate the characteristics of the antenna, assessing the distortion 

of the received signal in the simple UWB antenna system. 

 

4.3.3 The results for the circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi 

antenna 

The simulated model of the head-to-head antenna system shown in Figure 4-7 is still 

used to evaluate the pulse fidelity in the antenna system. Four different pulses are fed 

to the transmitting antenna, which are Gaussian pulse (pulse parameter psb 40 ), 

modulated Gaussian pulse  tfm1  (pulse parameter psb 250 ), modulated Gaussian 

pulse  tfm2  (pulse parameter psb 350 ) and modulated rectangular signal.  
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When a broadband impulse is fed to a less broadband antenna, the effect of the 

antenna band-pass filtering will add zero-crossing or lobes to the waveform. This 

yields a signal waveform qualitatively similar to differentiations of the original signal. 

When it is fed by Gaussian pulse, the normalised received signal from Rx as shown 

in Figure 4-28 (a) is distorted a lot compared with the input one. The normalised 

received signal filtered by the antenna is more like the second order of Gaussian 

pulse, the one that is generated in Matlab and plotted in green curve in Figure 4-28 

(b). Besides the band-pass filtering, the received signal also has ringing effect 

introduced by the antenna. 

When the excitation signal fits within the antenna bandwidth, the received signal will 

suffer less antenna’s filtering effect as well as attenuation and ringing effect to the 

signal. As shown in Figure 4-4 (b), the modulated Gaussian pulse is more compatible 

with the antenna’s bandwidth. So when it is fed to the antenna, the distortion to 

received signal is not too much. The normalised received signals from Rx when fed 

by the modulated Gaussian pulses (b=250 ps and b=350 ps) are respectively shown 

in Figure 4-29 (a) and Figure 4-30 (a). They are in the same envelope as the first-

order of corresponding input signals generated in Matlab, which are plotted as the 

green curves in Figure 4-29 (b) and Figure 4-30 (b). 

As seen from Figure 4-5 (b), the modulated rectangular signal is less broadband than 

the antipodal antenna. When it is fed to Tx, the normalised received signal from Rx, 

shown in Figure 4-31 (a) also suffers one differentiation. It is in the same envelope as 

the first-order of the modulated rectangular signal generated in Matlab, as shown in 

Figure 4-31 (b). The ringing effect is introduced by the antenna. 

When transmitting these four pulses, the pulse fidelities of the received signals in the 

antenna system are listed in Table 4-1. It is known that when fed by the modulated 

Gaussian pulse, the pulse fidelity is obviously higher than the one fed by Gaussian 

pulse. When the frequency bandwidth of the signal is more compatible with the 

antenna’s operating frequency band, the fidelity is becoming higher. This is the 

reason why the fidelity of the modulated Gaussian pulse (b=350 ps) is better than the 

one of pulse parameter (b=250 ps). Although the fidelity of the modulated 

rectangular signal is not as high as the modulated Gaussian pulse, it is still as good as 
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0.92. In this case, the circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi antenna will not distort the 

signal much so that it is suitable for the time domain imaging application. 

 
(a)                                                                                        (b) 

Figure 4-28    The comparison of the signals; (a) the input Gaussian pulse VS the received signal; (b) 

the double differentiation of Gaussian pulse from Matlab VS the received signal from the antenna. 

 
                                         (a)                                                                           (b) 

Figure 4-29    The comparison of the signals; (a) the input Modulated Gaussian pulse (b=250ps) VS 

the received signal; (b) the First-order of Modulated Gaussian pulse (b=250ps) from Matlab VS the 

received signal from the antenna. 

 
                                      (a)                                                                              (b) 

Figure 4-30    The comparison of the signals; (a) the input Modulated Gaussian pulse (b=350ps) VS 

the received signal; (b) the First-order of Modulated Gaussian pulse (b=350ps) from Matlab VS the 

received signal from the antenna. 
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                                      (a)                                                                                (b) 

Figure 4-31    The comparison of the signals; (a) the input modulated rectangular signal VS the 

received signal; (b) the First-order of the modulated rectangular signal from Matlab VS the received 

signal from the antenna. 

4.3.4 The results for the corrugated balanced antipodal Vivaldi 

antenna 

Distortion to the received signal introduced by the corrugated BAVA will be 

discussed in this section. The antenna system is the same model shown in Figure 4-

19. Similar to the analysis in the previous section, four different pulses are fed to the 

antenna.  

When a Gaussian pulse is fed to the antenna, the normalised signal received by the 

corrugated BAVA is splotted in Figure 4-32 (a). As the same explanation in section 

4.3.3, the received signal suffers antenna’s band-pass filtering, attenuation and 

ringing effect. The corrugated BAVA antenna system filters the received signal more 

like the third-order of Gaussian pulse, as shown in Figure 4-32 (b). 

When the modulated Gaussian pulses with different pulse parameters are fed to the 

BAVA, the signals received from Rx, as shown in Figure 4-33 (a) and Figure 4-34 

(a) , suffer less distortion because the bandwidth of them matches with the bandwidth 

of the BAVA better than the Gaussian pulse. They are more like the inversed first-

order of Gaussian pulse, as plotted in the green curve in Figure 4-33 (b) and Figure 

4-34 (b). 

When the modulated rectangular signal is fed to the BAVA, the normalised received 

signal from Rx as shown in Figure 4-35 (a) also suffers the band-pass filtering and 
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ringing effect. The received signal is in the same envelope as the inversed first-order 

of the modulated rectangular signal, shown as the green curve in Figure 4-35 (b).  

The pulse fidelities of the received signals in the system of the corrugated BAVA are 

listed in Table 4-1. The tendency of the pulse fidelity for each antenna is the same 

when fed by different pulses. Among the different types of the input signals, the 

modulated signal is obviously better than the normal Gaussian pulse. The pulse 

fidelity for the modulated ones is higher than 90%. When using the same input signal, 

compared two types of antennas, the corrugated BAVA is a little better than the 

antipodal one.  When using the modulated rectangular signal, the pulse fidelity of the 

BAVA is up to 94.7%, which is sufficient for the imaging application. 

In general, the distortion to the signal introduced by the antenna’s band-pass filtering 

does not hold a fixed form (derivative, double derivative, etc.). It is dependent on 

several parameters including the antenna geometry, antenna’s polarization matching, 

the gain and so on [16]. The pulse fidelity drops with larger variations of the gain. It 

has already been investigated that the corrugated BAVA is more flat in gain than the 

antipodal one over the operating frequency range. Thus it will produce less distortion 

to the received signals. This feature makes the corrugated BAVA more suitable for 

the UWB imaging system. 

         

                                     (a)                                                                               (b) 

Figure 4-32    The comparison of the signals; (a) the input Gaussian pulse VS the received signal; (b) 

the Third-order of Gaussian pulse from Matlab VS the received signal from the antenna. 
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                                          (a)                                                                          (b) 

Figure 4-33    The comparison of the signals; (a) the input modulated Gaussian pulse (b=250ps) VS 

the received signal; (b) the inversed first-order of Modulated Gaussian pulse (b=250ps) from Matlab 

VS the received signal from the antenna. 

 

                                        (a)                                                                             (b) 

Figure 4-34    The comparison of the signals; (a) the input modulated Gaussian pulse (b=350ps) VS 

the received signal; (b) the inversed first-order of Modulated Gaussian pulse (b=350ps) from Matlab 

VS the received signal from the antenna. 

 

                                        (a)                                                                             (b) 

Figure 4-35    The comparison of the signals; (a) the input modulated rectangular signal VS the 

received signal; (b) the inversed first-order of the modulated rectangular signal  from Matlab VS the 

received signal from the antenna. 
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Table 4-1    The pulse fidelity of the received signals for different antennas and different input signals 

 Gaussian 

pulse 

(b=40ps) 

Modulated 

pulse 

(b=250ps) 

Modulated 

pulse 

(b=350ps) 

Modulated 

rectangular 

signal 

Circular-edge 

antipodal Vivaldi 

antenna 

0.324 0.943 0.961 0.920 

Corrugated 

balanced antipodal 

Vivaldi antenna 

0.612 0.959 0.966 0.947 

 

4.4 Summary 

This chapter has mainly described the time domain characteristics of the antennas 

and the antenna system, including the impulse response and the pulse fidelity. 

Considering transmitting different types of the signals to the antennas, the modulated 

ones are better in pulse fidelity to the normal Gaussian pulse. Compared with the two 

antennas, the corrugated balanced antipodal Vivaldi antenna is more suitable for the 

UWB imaging system since it has shown better characteristics in pulse fidelity than 

the circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi antenna. 
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Chapter 5   UWB Imaging System 

 

UWB technology has been widely used for communications, localization and 

imaging applications. Among them, “See-through” microwave imaging has gained 

much more attention in the past decades due to its varied applications. For instance, 

“See-through” the human tissue enables doctors to detect tumors; “See-through” the 

wall allows security team or police force to deal with unconventional scenarios; 

“See-through” bags and luggage can help airport and railway staff to distinguish the 

contraband from permitted items. This project is mainly focused on detecting and 

imaging of metallic targets concealed in bag. 

In this chapter, reflections in the imaging application for targets concealed in bag 

will be presented in the beginning. Then, the link budget will be calculated to 

demonstrate the possiblity of the proposed UWB imaging system. The construction 

of the UWB microwave imaging system based on time domain will be illustrated 

next. The rotating antenna array can greatly enhance the performance of the system, 

which will be described in detail in this section. Lastly, a two-dimensional image 

reconstruction method based on DAS (Delay and Sum) algorithm will be discussed 

in theory. 

5.1 Reflections in UWB bag imaging application 

As UWB signals propagate through the opaque material, they suffer multiple 

reflections and the material absorption. So when it comes to “see-through” the bag 

application, it needs to deal with multi-path reflections, obstructions and antenna 

effects to avoid severe attenuation and dispersion. 

First to mention is the multi-path reflection effect. In general, UWB signals are 

inherently immune from multi-path effect. However, when the transmitter and the 

receiver are very close to the obstacle, the multi-path reflection can overlap the 

received signal, reducing the localization capability of the system [1]. 
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(a)                                                                         (b) 

Figure 5-1    The effect on the received signal introduced by the obstacle; (a) the simulation model in 

CST; (b) the received signals from Rx without (blue) and with (red) the obstacle. 

 

(a)                                                                   

 

 (b) 
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    (c)                                                                   

Figure 5-2    The effect on the received signal introduced by obstacles; (a) Permittivity=2, thickness is 

chosen to be 1 cm , 2 cm and 5 cm; (b) Permittivity=4.6, thickness is chosen to be 1 cm , 2 cm and 5 

cm; (c) Thickness=1 cm, permittivity is chosen to be 2 and 4.6. 

Apart from multiple reflections, the obstacle may also affect the signal energy level. 

In order to investigate the cause and extent of this influence, a model is built up as 

shown in Figure 5-1 (a), including two side-by-side corrugated balanced antipodal 

Vivaldi antennas, one obstacle and one metallic target. The modulated rectangular 

signal is deployed because of its ease of sensitivity and less distortion caused by the 

antennas. The spacing between Tx and Rx is about 11.5 cm. The obstacle is with the 

size of 52 cm (width) × 26 cm (height) × D cm (thickness) (D is adjustable), while 

the metallic target is with the size of 5 cm (width) × 5 cm (height) × 1 cm (thickness). 

The metallic target is 20 cm (d=20) away from the antennas, and 2 cm (d1=2) away 

from the obstacle. Different thicknesses and permittivities of the obstacle are applied 

in the simulation. 

The received signals from Rx with and without the obstacle are plotted in Figure 5-1 

(b). The first bunch of fluctuation noted as signal A is the signal directly transmitted 

from Tx to Rx, and the second fluctuation of signal B is the received signal which is 

reflected from the metallic target. Signal B is the one which would be analysed in the 

signal processing unit. The blue solid line is the received signal when there is no 

obstacle in the model, while the red one is the received signal when there is an 

obstacle in the model. The thickness of the obstacle is 1 cm (D=1) and its relative 
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permittivity is 2 ( r =2). The obstacle introduces the time delay to the reflected signal, 

as well as multi-reflections, which increases the amplitude of the signal, as shown in 

Figure 5-1 (b).  

The thickness of the obstacle is now under investigation. The received signals which 

are reflected from the metallic targets are plotted in Figure 5-2 (a) and Figure 5-2 (b). 

There are three different values for the thickness of the obstacle used in the 

simulation, which are set to be D=1 cm, D=2 cm and D=5 cm respectively. When the 

permittivity of the obstacle is 2, the increase of the thickness of the obstacle causes 

little delay in time and attenuation in amplitude of the reflected signal, which are 

plotted in Figure 5-2 (a). The same effect can be observed when the permittivity of 

the obstacle is increased to 4.6, as shown in Figure 5-2 (b).   

By fixing the thickness of the obstacle, the change of the permittivity can also have 

great impact on the transmission of the signal. Higher permittivity causes stronger 

reflection and more ringing effect to the received signal, as shown in Figure 5-2 (c).  

Another challenge in UWB imaging system is the antenna design. The radiation 

pattern, directivity and time domain characteristics of the chosen antenna would 

directly affect the final imaging results. The antenna with a high directivity and a 

narrow beam width can focus the energy on the direction of the target so as to reduce 

the multi-path effect. Besides, it should also own excellent time domain 

characteristics against any possible distortion to the signal, especially in the time 

domain imaging system. 

In conclusion, all the underlying problems are needed to be taken into account when 

implementing the proposed UWB imaging system. 

5.2 Link budget 

As explained in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, the corrugated BAVA is considered to be 

the antenna element for the proposed UWB imaging system. According to the 

equation (5-1), the far field region Rfar of the corrugated BAVA is more than 3.2 cm. 

Because the proposed UWB imaging system is designed for bag imaging, it scans the 

bag at a certain distance more than 10 cm. So it is a far-field imaging system.  
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22D
R far                                                            (5-1) 

Where D is the linear dimension of BAVA.   is the wavelength of 3 GHz. 

The theoretical link budget has been discussed to investigate the relationship between 

the antenna gain and SNR, in order to demonstrate the practicability of the proposed 

UWB imaging system. 

According to the Radar equation [2], the received power of the signal at the receiving 

end rP  and the Signal-to-Noise Ratio SNR can be expressed respectively by equation 

(5-2) and (5-3). 
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Where, tP  is the transmitting power. tG  and rG  are the gain of the transmitting and 

receiving antennas respectively.  is the Radar Cross Section.   is the wavelength 

of the electromagnetic wave. R  is the distance between Tx and Rx. 

1231038.1  JKk  is Boltzmann’s constant. 0T  is the system temperature, 

generally which is 290K. F is the noise figure, usually assumed as dBF 3  [2]. B  is 

the bandwidth of the signal. sL  is the loss through the whole system. Thus, the 

thermal noise floor is -84 dBm (kT0B). 

Radar cross section   is different according to the shape of the target. In terms of the 

definition and summary in [2], for the square flat plate target,   is given by 

2

24






A
 . Here, A  is the surface area of the target and   is the wavelength. 

Thus, substituting   into equation (5-2) and equation (5-3), they can be rewritten in 
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As discussed in Chapter 4, the antenna would introduce the distortion to the signal in 

shape and the attenuation in amplitude. In order to find out the approximate loss to 

the received signal introduced by the corrugated BAVA, a model of one metallic 

target placed behind an obstacle is simulated in CST Microwave Studio which is 

shown in Figure 5-3.  

There is one transmitting antenna (Tx), one receiving antenna (Rx), one obstacle and 

one metallic target in this model. Both of Tx and Rx use the corrugated BAVA, 

which is the type used in the proposed UWB imaging system. Practically, there are 

four receiving antennas placed as a straight arm, but they work independently. In this 

case, only one receiving antenna is studied here in order to investigate the 

performance of the system. The distance between Tx and Rx in the model is 11.5 cm, 

which is the same with the practical one between Tx and the closest Rx in the UWB 

imaging system. The obstacle with the size of 52 cm (width) × 26 cm (height) × D 

cm (thickness) (D is adjustable), keeps the same as the front surface of the practical 

bag used in the imaging application, which will be described in Chapter 6. The 

permittivity of the obstacle is assumed as 2, which is also determined according to 

the material of the practical bag used in the measurements. The metallic target with 

the size of 5 cm (width) × 5 cm (height) × 1 cm (thickness) is one of the targets 

concealed in bag. In the simulations, it is placed behind the obstacle, which is 

equivalent to the practical situations. The spacing between the antenna line and the 

target d is 20 cm, while the distance between the obstacle and the target d1 is 2 cm. It 

is one of the situations in the practical measurements. 
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Figure 5-3    Model of detecting metal block behind the obstacle. 

 

(a)                                                                   

 

(b) 

Figure 5-4    The received reflected signals without metallic target (blue) and with metallic target (red); 

(a) the thickness of the obstacle is 1 cm; (b) the thickness of the obstacle is 2 cm. 
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Two scenarios have been considered. The first one only includes the obstacle and the 

antennas, while the other one adds a target, placed behind the obstacle.  

Considering the thickness of the obstacle to be 1 cm, the received reflected signals in 

two scenarios are shown in Figure 5-4 (a). The blue curve represents the first 

situation, while the red curve is for the second one with the presence of the target. 

The energy of the reflected signal with the presence of the metallic target is larger 

than the one without target, because the metallic target has full reflectivity. 

Considering the system-loss, the power of the signal without the presence of the 

metallic target in the system will be accounted for. In this model the input power of 

the signal is 29.1 dBm. According to the results in Figure 5-4 (a), the reflected power 

of the signal without the target is -18.9 dBm. Then the total loss is 47 dB.  

As demonstrated in section 5.1, the power of the reflected signal is proportional to 

the thickness and the permittivity of the obstacle. By increasing the thickness of the 

obstacle to 2 cm, the simulated results are shown in Figure 5-4 (b). The power of the 

received reflected signal from the obstacle without the target is -20.9 dBm. Then the 

loss becomes to be 50 dB. Therefore, the loss is dependent on the characteristics of 

the obstacle. In the discussion below, the loss will be chosen to be 40 dB and 50 dB 

respectively. 

In this UWB imaging system, the maximum transmitting power tP  to the 

transmitting antenna is 29 dBm, which is the maximum output power of the power 

amplifier. The power of the minimum noise level is about 0.1 mW (-10 dBm), which 

can be acquired from the measured results in Figure 6-2. The minimum power of 

identified received signal is no less than 0.2 mW (-7 dBm). Thus, SNR  is considered 

to be above 3 dB. 

When the transmitting power tP  to the transmitting antenna is 29 dBm, and the loss 

of the system is 40 dB or 50 dB, the relationships between SNR  and antenna gain for 

different targets are plotted in Figure 5-5. To detect smaller target, the antenna gain 

needs to be higher. If the antenna gain is 6 dBi, the system can detect the target as 

small as 4 cm × 4 cm.  
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When the transmitting power tP  to Tx is reduced to 250 mW (24 dBm), the 

relationships between SNR  and antenna gain are plotted in Figure 5-6. When the loss 

is 50 dB, the target with a size of 6 cm × 6 cm can be detected in the system if the 

antenna gain is above 6 dBi, as shown in Figure 5-6 (b).  

In the following discussion, consider the transmitting power to the transmitting 

antenna is 24 dBm. When the target is of 6 cm × 6 cm, the relationships between 

SNR  and antenna gain in different detecting ranges with loss of 40 dB and 50 dB are 

plotted in Figure 5-7. When the loss is 50 dB, the system can detect the target up to 

40 cm away if the antenna gain is 6 dBi.  

When the size of the target increases to 10 cm × 10 cm, the relationships between 

SNR  and antenna gain in different detecting ranges with loss of 40 dB and 50 dB are 

plotted in Figure 5-8. In this case, the antenna gain of above 6 dBi is suitable for both 

situations.  

Therefore, the antenna gain of 6 dBi is suitable for the proposed UWB imaging 

system. 

 

                                       (a)                                                                              (b) 

Figure 5-5    The relationship between the antenna gain and SNR for different sizes of the detected 

target when tP =29 dBm and d =40 cm; (a) Loss=40 dB; (b) Loss=50 dB. 
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                                       (a)                                                                              (b) 

Figure 5-6    The relationship between antenna gain and SNR for different sizes of the detected target 

when tP =24 dBm and d =40 cm; (a) Loss=40 dB; (b) Loss=50 dB. 

 

                                       (a)                                                                              (b) 

Figure 5-7    The relationship between the antenna gain and SNR for the target of 6 cm × 6 cm in 

different detecting ranges when tP =29 dBm; (a) Loss=40 dB; (b) Loss=50 dB. 

 

                                       (a)                                                                              (b) 

Figure 5-8    The relationship between the antenna gain and SNR for the target of 10 cm × 10 cm in 

different detecting ranges; (a) Loss=40 dB; (b) Loss=50 dB. 
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5.3 The UWB imaging system 

This project mainly aims to detect, locate and image the target concealed in bag. In 

order to acquire the fine resolution with a compact testing structure, we have 

proposed a UWB imaging system with the rotating antenna array. This UWB 

imaging system has been implemented, and will be described in detail in the 

following sections. 

5.3.1 Architecture of the system 

The implemented UWB imaging system consists of the RF circuit, the rotating 

antenna array and the signal-processing unit. The modulated rectangular signal goes 

through RF transceiver path and is radiated by the transmitting antenna. It penetrates 

through the bag, and is reflected by the concealed target. Then it penetrates through 

the bag again, and is received via the receiving antenna array. After the signal is 

received by the receiving antenna, it will travel through RF receiver path to Lecroy 

SDA 11000 serial data analyser and be analysed by the signal processing unit. 

Finally the images will be reconstructed and shown on PC. The whole architecture of 

the imaging system with the path of the signal is shown in Figure 5-9. 

 

Figure 5-9    The UWB imaging system architecture. 
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5.3.2 The signal and RF circuit 

In this system the signal generated from the Picosecond Pulse Generator Model 

10060A is the periodic rectangular pulse. The time period pT  is 10 μs and time 

duration p  is 1 ns. The LO (Local Oscillator) signal generated from VCO is a sine 

function signal, the time period of which is 0.22 ns, operating at 4.5 GHz. When they 

are mixed by Marki mixer M1-0212, the modulated rectangular pulse is following 

the equation (5-6), and fed to the transmitting antenna. 
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Where p is the periodic times. T is the signal repetition period of 10 μs. τ is the signal 

duration of 1 ns.  fc is the centre frequency of 4.5 GHz. 

As discussed in Chapter 4, the modulated rectangular signal will keep higher pulse 

fidelity when transmitted and received via the corrugated BAVA, so it can be used as 

the input signal in this UWB imaging system. 

The link of RF circuit in the UWB imaging system is the own designed link using the 

commercial RF components, including one VCO (Voltage Controlled Oscillator), 

one splitter, two mixers, one power amplifier, one LNA (Low Noise Amplifier), one 

LPF (Low Pass Filter) and one switch, which are shown in Figure 5-10. The detailed 

specification of each component is listed in Table 5-1. 

The transmitting power level of this imaging system is mainly determined by the 

power amplifier. The commercial component AAREN AT26A-E114-KF provides 

the maximum output power of 29 dBm. Considering that there is loss of 5 dB when 

driving the amplifier and inefficient output power from the pulse generator, 

approximately total output power of 24 dBm is finally transmitted to the transmitting 

antenna. At the receiver side, the VNA has minimum 1 dB output compression of 13 

dBm and gain of 22 dB, so that the theoretical minimum received power at VNA port 

is -9 dBm. The estimated antenna isolation between Tx and Rx is around 33 dB. 
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The thermal noise floor of the receiver is -84 dBm, as calculated in section 5.2. The 

noise figure F is 3 dB. Meanwhile, as described in section 5.2, the minimum SNR is 

3 dB. Subsequently the receiver sensitivity is -78 dBm. Because the minimum 

received power is -9 dBm, the dynamic range of this UWB imaging system is 69 dB. 

The values of these parameters of the RF circuit are listed in Table 5-2.   

 

Figure 5-10    The RF circuit in the UWB imaging system. 

Table 5-1    The specification of each RF component 

Item Model Specification 

VCO Mini Circuits ZX95-5400+ Linear tuning 4.3 to 5.4GHz 

Splitter Mini Circuits ZFSC-2-

10G+ 

Low insertion loss 0.5 dB typ. 

Mixer Marki M1-0212 Input 1 dB Compression:  8 dBm 

Power Amplifier AAREN AT26A-E114-KF Gain: 34 dB, Pomax: 29 dBm 

Switch SKY13322-375LF SP4T Low insertion loss: 0.45 dB @ 1 GHz 

LNA AF0112223013B Gain: 22 dB @ 0.1-12 GHz 
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Table 5-2    Dynamic range analysis of the UWB imaging system 

Parameters Values 

Transmitter total power (dBm) 24 

Tx-Rx isolation (dB) 33 

Thermal noise floor (dBm) -81 

Noise figure (dB) 3 

Required SNR 3 

Receiver sensitivity (dBm) -78 

Receiver minimum received power 

(dBm) 
-9 

Receiver dynamic range (dB) 69 

 

5.3.3 The rotating antenna array 

An antenna array at the receiver end is always preferable to the single receiving 

antenna in the UWB imaging system, because it has a much wider effective aperture. 

Based on the discussion in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, the corrugated balanced 

antipodal Vivaldi antenna is a better candidate to the proposed UWB imaging system. 

Usually, a receiving antenna array needs to scan the space in both horizontal and 

vertical planes to produce two-dimensional images of the target. The advantage is 

that more data can be provided for image reconstruction algorithm. However more 

severe mutual coupling effect is brought in between the antennas. The system 

becomes much more complicated. To solve this dilemma, a rotating antenna array 

has been proposed.  
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Figure 5-11    The transmitting and receiving antennas part. 

         

            (a)                                                                         (b) 

Figure 5-12    The operation principle of antenna part; (a) the measured order in each rotating position; 

(b) the rotating way of the receiving antenna array. 

The rotating antenna array comprises one central transmitting antenna and four 

receiving antennas. The four receiving antennas are placed side-by-side to form a 

straight arm, which rotates around the central single transmitting antenna at a 

sampling angle increment θ. The structure of this rotating antenna is shown in detail 

in Figure 5-11.  

In this rotating antenna array, the receiving antenna element chosen by a switch 

works individually to provide four groups of received data in total. To explain it 

more clearly, the central transmitting antenna is named as A, while each element in 

the receiving antenna array is named as B to E. The switch chooses one antenna from 

B to E in the array to receive the reflected signals each time, as represented in Figure 

5-12 (a). For the four elements antenna array, there will be four groups of measured 

results in each rotating position. Then, the receiving antenna array will rotate the 

angle of   around the central transmitting antenna, as shown in Figure 5-12 (b), to 
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acquire another four groups of measured data. After one rotation of a circle, all the 

numbers N of the measured data  will be 

                                                   


0360
 nN                                                              (5-7) 

Where, n  is the number of receiving antenna elements, which is equal to 4. 

The developed rotating antenna array is shown in Figure 5-13. The distance dtxrx 

between TX and RXA is 11.5 cm. Because the corrugated BAVA is in width of 3.5 

cm and the receiving antenna elements are placed side-by-side, the total length L of 

the rotating antenna array is 29 cm.  

Although four receiving antenna elements are close to each other, the return loss S11 

for each receiving antenna element does not change much. As shown in Figure 5-14, 

each receiving antenna can still work across the operating frequency band from 3 

GHz to 12 GHz. Meanwhile, the mutual coupling between the receiving antennas is 

below -15 dB, as shown in Figure 5-15, which means the receiving antenna will not 

influence the other received reflected signals. For the imaging application, higher 

directivity will be beneficial to have better imaging resolution. As shown in Figure 5-

16, the four receiving antenna elements array has a higher directivity compared with 

the single one, which will improve the cross-range resolution of the imaging system. 

  

                              (a)                                                                           (b) 

Figure 5-13    The UWB imaging system implemented in the lab. 
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Figure 5-14    The simulated S11 for each receiving antenna element. 

 

Figure 5-15    The mutual coupling S21 between the receiving antenna elements. 

 

(a)                                              (b) 

Figure 5-16    The radiation pattern (a) the single receiving antenna, (b) four Rx elements array. 
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The mutual coupling between Tx and Rx is changing correspondingly to the distance 

dtxrx between two antennas. Four different distances dtxrx are chosen to evaluate the 

performance between Tx and each Rx, which are 8 cm, 11.5 cm, 15 cm and 18.5 cm. 

The simulated results are plotted in Figure 5-17. When dtxrx is 8 cm, S21 between Tx 

and each Rx are all below -35 dB, which means the isolation Tx and Rx is at least 35 

dB. When the distance between them is increasing, the relative S21 is decreasing. The 

coupling between each Rx is not influenced by dtxrx, because the spacing between 

each Rx keeps the same. Practically the antenna array is placed in front of the step 

motor, as shown in Figure 5-13 (b). The radius of the front panel of the motor step is 

9 cm. The cable connected to RXA will be influenced by the step motor if RXA is 

too close to Tx. The final antenna array is expected to be compact and relatively 

small in size, so smaller distance dtxrx will be considered. According to these two 

points, the distance dtxrx=11.5 cm is chosen to be the better choice. 

 

                                   (a)                                                                           (b) 

 

                                   (c)                                                                           (d) 

Figure 5-17    S21 between Tx and each Rx for different distances between them; (a) dtxrx=8 cm; (b) 

dtxrx=11.5 cm; (c) dtxrx=15 cm; (d) dtxrx=18.5 cm. 
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The receiving antenna array of the straight arm becomes a two-dimensional antenna 

array when it rotates around the central transmitting antenna. It is equivalent to place 

the antenna elements in the number of N in space. Thus it is possible to obtain 

N groups of measured data when the antenna array is rotating. If the sampling angle 

increment θ is smaller, the total number of N  will become bigger. More groups of 

measured data are acquired, more accurate the image results will be.  

From the view of architecture, by reducing the number of antenna elements from N 

to n, fewer switches and the cables would be used. Thus the whole system will be 

more compact and less noise would be introduced. Meanwhile, the mutual coupling 

between the antennas will be smaller.  

It can be concluded that the rotating antenna array makes it possible to have an 

equivalent large number of antennas in space by using fewer antenna elements in the 

array. Meanwhile, the rotating structure of the linear one-dimensional antenna array 

can reduce unwanted mutual coupling and make the system much more compact than 

other reviewed UWB imaging systems. 

5.4 The Imaging Algorithm 

5.4.1 The existing imaging algorithms 

Different image reconstruction algorithms have been developed for varied 

applications. Among them, the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) technique is the 

typical synthetic method in the UWB radar imaging system, especially in GPR 

applications. It mainly applies the phase difference between each element of the 

antenna array to create a synthetic array aperture. Several modifications and 

improvements have been introduced to this algorithm to optimize the imaging results. 

The algorithm proposed in [3] was implemented as a non-linear waveform based on 

signal processor integrated with a SAR focusing procedure. It constructed a SAR-

like image of the subsurface using the outputs of the signal processor, and was 

suitable for GPR to image plastic cased antipersonnel landmines.   

The reconstructed image which is the result of the beam-forming process, is known 

as the delay and sum (DAS), considering the time domain analysis. After collecting 
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all the data in free space and applying the conventional delay and sum beam-forming 

algorithm, the image of the target could be obtained from fine spatial sampling of the 

received signals [4]. To improve the resolution, larger aperture of the antenna array is 

generally demanded, which has been proved quite successfully in some numerical 

models [5-6]. Besides that, several advanced methods based on DAS algorithms have 

also been investigated. A confocal microwave imaging (CMI) techniques that 

employed simple DAS beam-forming algorithm was first proposed in [7-9] for breast 

cancer imaging. In this algorithm, UWB microwave pulses were transmitted from 

antennas at different locations near the surface of the breast. The backscattered 

responses from the breast were recorded, and then the backscattered energy 

distribution was calculated coherently. The advantages of UWB CMI included high 

resolution resulting from ultra-wide band signal, as well as simple and effective 

signal processing algorithms for image reconstruction. However, this algorithm did 

not account for dispersive propagation effects and offered limited capability for 

discriminating against artifact and noise. An alternative CMI technique, termed as 

microwave imaging via space-time (MIST) beam forming, used filters that 

compensated for dispersion and other limitations of the earlier DAS algorithm [10]. 

A delay-multiply-and-sum (DMAS) algorithm was developed for breast cancer 

detection. In this algorithm, the backscattered signals received form numerical breast 

phantoms which were simulated using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) 

were shifted in time, multiplied in pair, and summed to form a synthetic focal point 

[11].  

Other imaging reconstruction approaches include time-reversal technique, multi-

static adaptive microwave imaging (MAMI), tomography and the inverse scattering, 

etc. The time-reversal technique refers to the inverse manipulation of the signals in 

time domain, which equals to the signal phase conjugation in the frequency domain 

[12]. It is beneficial in the non-uniform and complex medium in the environment or 

the scene with a moving target. MAMI employs the data-adaptive Robust Capon 

beam forming (RCB) in two stages for a 3D breast model. Firstly, the data-adaptive 

RCB algorithm is used spatially to obtain a vector of multiple backscattered 

waveforms for each probing signal. Secondly, RCB is employed to recover a scalar 

waveform based on the estimated vector of waveforms obtained in first stage [13]. 
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The research group at King’s College employed a method of 3D microwave 

tomography for imaging the varied and complex dielectric spatial profiles of realistic 

breast tissue structure [14]. It was based on a multiple frequency inverse scattering 

method from computational electromagnetic simulations and could be applied in the 

dispersive dielectric model.  

The algorithms presented above are some common imaging methods used in the 

UWB imaging system. Each of them has been evolved in different numerical models 

to suit their purposes.  

5.4.2 Two-dimensional image reconstruction method 

In this UWB imaging system, the imaging scheme is based on DAS algorithm.  

The fundamental of the method is shown in Figure 5-18. Assuming the transmitting 

antenna is placed at  ttt zxX , , the reflected signal from the target T is received by 

m-th receiving antenna located at  
mmm rrr zxX , . The target is located at 

 
jjj zxX , . The signal received by the m-th receiving antenna is given by equation 

(5-8) [15]. 

                                                   mmm tawtb                                                       (5-8) 

Where,  ta  is the transmitted signal. mw  is the weighting factor of the m-th receiving 

antenna. It is represented that the pulse attenuation determined by antenna influence, 

system loss and so on.  m  is the time-delay when the signal travels from Tx to the 

target and then reflected back to the m-th Rx, which is given by 

                                                
   

c

XXd

c

XXd rmjjt

m

,,
                                  (5-9) 

Where c  is the speed of the light in free space (m/s) and  ZXd ,  is the direct 

distance between two positions X  and Z .  
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Figure 5-18    The detecting process. 

 

Figure 5-19    The influence introduced by the bag. 

             

In reality, the target is concealed in bag, which is rather thin in thickness (around 

0.1cm) and made of denim. The permittivity bag  of the denim is about 2 [16]. 

Because of its thin thickness and low permittivity, the modulated signal transmitted 

from the imaging system can penetrate the bag, only introducing a small time delay, 

as shown in Figure 5-19. The time-delay bagt  caused by the bag can be calculated by 

the equation (5-10) and be eliminated from the time-delay m  caused by the target.  

                                                    
0c

d
t

bagbag

bag


                                              (5-10) 

The above process is repeated until the M-th receiving antenna. By adding M output 

signals, shown in Figure 5-20, the processed signal  tf  is given in equation (5-11), 

which will be used for further analysis to reconstruct the images. 
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Figure 5-20    Delay-and-summed received signal. 

By analysing the processed signal  tf , the time window TW is applied to extract the 

most useful part, which is defined as  
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                                                     (5-12) 

Where Pmt  is the time of peak value mP  for  tbm , as shown in Figure 5-21 (a).  

Normally, the number of data for the signal  tf  increases with the width of time 

window TW. But it will also rise the processing time. To balance the number of data 

and processing time, mt1  and mt2  are determined in terms of the definition (5-13). 
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                                               (5-13) 

Where  1tp  and  2tp  are amplitude for mt1  and mt2  respectively.  is ratio of the 

peak value. When   is assumed as 80%, the corresponding image result is good 

enough for identification. 

The region of space is divided into a finite number of pixels in small square unit. The 

imaging value for the j-th pixel  
jj zx ,  is obtained by passing through the processing 

signal  tf  based on equation (5-9). Then the elliptical slot is obtained for every TWm. 
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The overlapped area with the maximum pixel value by M elliptical lines is the 

position of the target in one-dimensional, as shown in Figure 5-22. The received 

signal is affected by the multi-path reflection, so the reconstructed target is in 

elliptical shape instead of the perfect rectangular shape. 

For two targets imaging, when the received reflected signals do not overlap, the 

image reconstruction can be achieved by defining two separated time windows, as 

shown in Figure 5-21 (b). The process of the image reconstruction for each target 

follows the same method as the signal one. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5-21    Time window for the received signal; (a) One target; (b) Two targets. 
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Figure 5-22    The process of image reconstruction 

The two-dimensional reconstructed image is based on the combination of each 

rotation plane of the antenna array. In each plane, the DAS method is put into use 

once. X-axis is assumed to be the direction along the horizontal width of the target, 

while Y-axis is along the height of the target and Z-axis is along the down range 

between the target and the system, as shown in Figure 5-23 (a). 

Here the four receiving antenna elements are named as RXA, RXB, RXC and RXD. 

In XY plane, when receiving antenna elements RXA, RXB, RXC and RXD are at the 

angle of 0
0
, the reconstructed image highlighted in red can be achieved as “image1” 

in Figure 5-23 (b). When rotating the arm of the receiving antenna array to the other 

different angles, the coordinates X-axis and Y-axis will be considered to rotate at the 

same angle. Thus the reconstructed image will rotate correspondingly, resulting in an 

imaging area known as “image m”, “image n” and “image q” in Figure 5-23 (b). 

After a complete circular rotation, the area highlighted in red will ideally form the 

final reconstructed images of the desired target. 

In conclusion, the 2D reconstructed image of the target can be obtained by rotating 

the straight-arm of the one-dimensional linear antenna array, which turns out to be a 

rather straight forward 2D imaging structure. 
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                                    (a)                                                                  (b) 

Figure 5-23    The 2D image reconstruction method. 

5.5 Summary 

The link budget of the UWB imaging system has been calculated, while the 

practicability of the system has been verified in this chapter. Then the detailed 

description of the UWB imaging system has been given, including the architecture of 

the system, the RF circuit characteristics, the rotating antenna array and the 2D 

image reconstruction method based on DAS algorithm.  
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Chapter 6   Imaging Measurements 

 

The UWB imaging system with the rotating antenna array has been implemented and 

analysed in the previous chapter. In this chapter, the experiments are conducted to 

detect and image metallic targets concealed in bag. The measurements are carried out 

in different scenarios, depending on the varied sizes of the metallic targets and the 

changing ranges from the antenna array to the domain of detection interest. The 

down-range and cross-range resolutions are also investigated in the relative 

measurements for two targets detection. 

6.1 Received signals 

As described in detail in Chapter 5, the modulated rectangular signal is transimtted to 

the transmitting antenna. In the UWB imaging system, the input signal is a periodic 

modulated rectangular pulse with a time-duration of 1 ns and a repetition of 10 μs. 

The input signal in blue curve and the received one in red curve within one period 

are plotted in Figure 6-1. The input signal is obtained at the output port of the pulse 

generator, and the received signal is acquired at the output port of LPF (Low Pass 

Filter).  

 

Figure 6-1    The input signal and received signal in one period. 
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By analysing the received signal in time and amplitude, it can successfully image the 

desired target. The information in time gives the probable area where the desired 

target is, while the values in amplitude can help to decide the exact position of this 

target. 

int  and ret  are the propagation time of input and received signals respectively. The 

time delay between them is introduced by the propagation time of systemt  (travelling 

through RF circuits and antennas in the system), bagt  (travelling through the front 

surface of the bag) and tart  (travelling from Tx to the target and then back to Rx). 

Thus the relation between them is as follows: 

                               tarbagsysteminre ttttt  2    ns                            (6-1) 

The received signal needs to subtract the propagation time of int , systemt  and bagt  to 

obtain the accurate propagation time tart  for the signal travelling from Tx to the 

target and then back to Rx without interruption of bag. 

systemt  can be calculated in this way. When there is no target in free space, the 

received signal is the direct signal from Tx to Rx. Its propagation time calit  is the sum 

of systemt  and theoryt . theoryt  is following the equation (6-2). 

                                                  
c

d
t txrx
theory                                                             (6-2) 

Where txrxd  is the distance between Tx and Rx. c is the velocity of light ( sm /103 8 ). 

bagt  can also be calculated using the equation (5-10), which is explained in section 

5.4.2. 

Therefore, when scanning the bag with the concealed metallic target, tart  can be 

extracted following the above steps. 
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                                       (a)                                                                             (b) 

 

                                        (c)                                                                               (d) 

Figure 6-2    Comparison of the direct signal transmitted from Tx to each Rx and the returned signal 

reflected from the target in one period of time; (a) Received by RXA, (b) Received by RXB, (c) 

Received by RXC, (d) Received by RXD. 

There is no absorber between Tx and Rx in the imaging system, so that part of the 

signal propagated by Tx will directly transmitted to Rx. It is named as the direct 

signal  tStxrx . The received signal, named as  tSre , includes the direct signal  tStxrx  

and the signal reflected from the desired target  tStar .  tSre  and  tStxrx  received by 

each Rx are plotted in Figure 6-2. The blue curve represents the direct signal  tStxrx , 

which is obtained by Rx when there is no target in free space. The red curve 

represents the received signal  tSre  in the situation that there is one metallic target 

concealed in bag in front of the antenna array. This figure shows that  tStxrx  is 

smaller in amplitude than  tSre .  tSre  should minus  tStxrx  in amplitude to acquire 

the relatively accurate information of  tStar .  
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The above method of signal-processing is named as 1Step . Following 1Step  the 

signal of  tStar  can be finally extracted from the measured received signal  tSre . 

The results for each Rx channel in one rotating position are plotted in Figure 6-3 (a). 

As described in section 4.3.3, the antenna acts as a filter, inducing the distortion and 

attenuation to the propagating signals. Like the simulated received signal shown in 

Figure 4-35 (a), the modulated rectangular signal shows oscillations in amplitude in 

one pulse duration. It is distorted by the antenna. When this distorted signal is 

demodulated with sine function signal again, the envelope will keep oscillations in 

amplitude of the pulse. That is the reason why the demodulated received signal is not 

in perfect square shape, as shown in Figure 6-3. Although it has oscillations in 

amplitude, the time duration of the FWHM FWHM  remains around 1 ns, which can be 

analysed to reconstruct the image of the target. 

For the situation of two targets concealed in bag, the demodulated signals after 1Step  

are plotted in Figure 6-3 (b). It can be found that the demodulated signal from each 

Rx almost contains two pulses in one period, which stands for the ones reflected 

from two targets.  

 

                                       (a)                                                                             (b) 

Figure 6-3    The demodulated signal received from different receiving antenna in one rotating 

position; (a) The situation of one target; (b) The situation of two targets. 
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6.2 Images for the single concealed target 

Based on the demodulated signals after 1Step , the reconstructed image can be finally 

achieved using the time window to extract the information for image reconstruction. 

The two-dimensional image reconstruction method is described in section 5.4.2. The 

step of reconstructing the image is named as 2Step . 

Using the UWB imaging system, the measurements of the single metallic target 

concealed in bag are analysed in this section. A bag in cylinder shape is made of 

denim, which causes less reflection due to its low permittivity, as shown in Figure 6-

4. It is with the size of 52 cm (Width) × 26 cm (Height) × 26 cm (Depth). The UWB 

imaging system with the rotating antenna array in the measurement is shown in 

Figure 6-5. The bag is placed in front of the rotating antenna array with a distance 

named as dz along Z-axis. The bag and the central transmitting antenna are almost at 

the same height along Y-axis, as shown in Figure 6-5 (a). The rotating receiving 

antenna array rotates around the central transmitting antenna in XY plane, as shown 

in Figure 6-5 (b). The single metallic target is concealed in bag, as shown in Figure 

6-5 (c). Different sizes of the single target have been taken into consideration.  

 
Figure 6-4    The bag used in the following measurements. 

   
                          (a)                                              (b)                                                  (c) 

Figure 6-5    The UWB imaging system in the measurement, (a) side view of the bag and the antenna 

array, (b) side view of the measurement when the antenna array is rotating, (c) the concealed metallic 

target in the bag. 
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6.2.1 The results of the measurements 

(1) Single target (10 cm × 10 cm × 1 cm) 

Firstly, the metallic target with the size of 10 cm (width) × 10 cm (height) × 1 cm 

(thickness) is concealed in bag, and placed at different ranges from the rotating 

antenna array. Different distances dz between the target and the antenna array along 

Z-axis are set to be 20 cm, 30 cm, 40 cm and 50 cm respectively. 

The 2D reconstructed images of the measured target are shown from Figure 6-6 to 

Figure 6-9. Each of them corresponds to a pre-set detecting distances dz of 20 cm, 30 

cm, 40 cm and 50 cm sequentially. To make it clear, the real target is illustrated as a 

black square block in the figure, while the coloured area indicates the reconstructed 

image of the target. 

By comparison, the reconstructed images of the target are very close to the real one, 

as shown in Figure 6-6 (a) (b) to Figure 6-9 (a) (b). When the target is placed closer 

to the antenna array, e.g. the distance dz of 20 cm or 30 cm, the reconstructed image 

of the target is more accurate. When the target is moving further away from the 

system, such as 40 cm or 50 cm, the highlighted reconstructed area is getting smaller 

because the received signal becomes smaller when the target is placed further away 

from the system due to the propagation loss and multi-reflections. 

Another inaccuracy issue is the ability to fully recover the shape of the real target. 

From Figure 6-6 (a) (b) to Figure 6-9 (a) (b), the reconstructed images show some 

lack of information around the edges of the standard rectangular shape. This is 

supposed to be caused by the diffusion at these edges during the reflection. As 

explained in section 5.4.2, the reconstructed image in one-dimensional has an 

elliptical shape. The two-dimensional reconstructed image is summed by the 

elliptical shape of image at each rotating position. In this case the edge of the 

reconstructed area is not an exact rectangular shape.  

The reconstructed image of the target has very accurate down range estimation along 

Z-axis, as shown from Figure 6-6 (c) to Figure 6-9 (c). The reason is that the 

localization of the target in free space is prominently determined by the propagation 

time of the reflection from the target. While the arm of the antenna array starts to 
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rotate in front of the target, more received data in each scanning position would 

intrinsically enhance the accuracy of the final reconstructed images. As described in 

section 5.4.2, the propagation time bagt  has already been subtracted in 1Step , so that 

the estimated down range dz is much closer to its real position. A similar tendency is 

observed that the reconstructed down range result is better when the gap between the 

target and the antenna array is closer ( dz = 20 cm / 30 cm) and slightly worse when 

the distance dz is kept longer (dz =40 cm / 50 cm). Nevertheless, the difference is still 

acceptable even when the concealed target is placed at the distance of 50 cm. 

However, when the target is moved beyond 50 cm along Z-axis, the received signal 

gets obscured among the direct signal  tStxrx  and the noise. It cannot be extracted for 

effective signal analysis. 

Thus it can be concluded that the single target with the size of 10 cm × 10 cm × 1 cm 

can be detected and imaged successfully at different down ranges in the UWB 

imaging system. The maximum distance dz between the target and the antenna array 

is 50 cm. 

 

                                         (a)                                                                                     (b) 
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                                                                                (c) 

Figure 6-6    The reconstructed image for the single metallic target with the size of 10 cm × 10 cm × 1 

cm at dz=20 cm, (a) 2D image of the target, (b) the reconstructed image of the target in XY plane, (c) 

side view of the reconstructed image in YZ plane. 

  

                                           (a)                                                                       (b) 

 

                                                                             (c) 

Figure 6-7    The reconstructed image for the single metallic target with the size of 10 cm × 10 cm × 1 

cm at dz=30 cm, (a) 2D image of the target, (b) the reconstructed image of the target in XY plane, (c) 

side view of the reconstructed image in YZ plane. 
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                                       (a)                                                                              (b) 

 

                                                                                (c) 

Figure 6-8    The reconstructed image for the single metallic target with the size of 10 cm × 10 cm × 1 

cm at dz =40 cm, (a) 2D image of the target, (b) the reconstructed image of the target in XY plane, (c) 

side view of the reconstructed image in YZ plane. 

 

                                           (a)                                                                       (b) 
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                                                                               (c) 

Figure 6-9    The reconstructed image for the single metallic target with the size of 10 cm × 10 cm × 1 

cm at dz =50 cm, (a) 2D image of the target, (b) the reconstructed image of the target in XY plane, (c) 

side view of the reconstructed image in YZ plane. 

(2) Single target (8 cm × 8 cm × 1 cm) 

In the second scenario, the metallic target with the size of 8 cm (width) × 8 cm 

(height) × 1 cm (thickness) is chosen to test the capability of the imaging system. 

Different distances dz between the target and the antenna array along Z-axis are set to 

be 20 cm, 30 cm and 40 cm. 

The 2D reconstructed images of the concealed target are plotted from Figure 6-10 to 

Figure 6-12, each of which corresponds to a down range distances dz of 20 cm, 30 

cm and 40 cm respectively. The reconstructed images for this target show the same 

tendency as the results of the target with the size of 10 cm × 10 cm × 1 cm. The 

reconstructed images are more or less the same as the real one, even though the 

edges of the reconstructed targets are not in perfect shape compared with the real one. 

The reconstructed images have rather accurate distance estimation along Z-axis. 

When the bag is moving further away from the antenna array, the imaging results of 

both shape reconstruction and down range estimation are becoming less accurate, 

which can be observed from Figure 6-10 to Figure 6-12.  

Because the target is smaller, the detectable down range of the imaging is getting 

closer to the antenna array. The maximum distance dz is about 40 cm for the single 

concealed metallic target in bag with the size of 8 cm × 8 cm × 1 cm. 
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                                        (a)                                                                            (b) 

 

                                                                                (c) 

Figure 6-10    The reconstructed image for the single metallic target with the size of 8 cm × 8 cm × 1 

cm at dz =20 cm, (a) 2D image of the target, (b) the reconstructed image of the target in XY plane, (c) 

side view of the reconstructed image in YZ plane. 

  

                                        (a)                                                                            (b) 
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                                                                              (c) 

Figure 6-11    The reconstructed image for the single metallic target with the size of 8 cm × 8 cm × 1 

cm at dz =30 cm, (a) 2D image of the target, (b) the reconstructed image of the target in XY plane, (c) 

side view of the reconstructed image in YZ plane. 

 

                                        (a)                                                                            (b) 

 

                                                                              (c) 

Figure 6-12    The reconstructed image for the single metallic target with the size of 8 cm × 8 cm × 1 

cm at dz =40 cm, (a) 2D image of the target, (b) the reconstructed image of the target in XY plane, (c) 

side view of the reconstructed image in YZ plane. 
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(3) Single target (5 cm × 5 cm × 1 cm) 

Furthermore, the concealed metallic target is decreased to the size of 5 cm (width) × 

5 cm (height) × 1 cm (thickness). As the target is becoming smaller, the reflected 

signals will be weaker to reach the receiver. During the experiment, it is found that 

when the distance dz is longer than 30 cm away from the rotating antenna array, the 

received signal is too weak to derive any useful information. Hence, this target is 

placed at the distance dz of 20 cm and 30 cm away from the rotating antenna array.  

 

                                        (a)                                                                            (b) 

 

                                                                             (c) 

Figure 6-13    The reconstructed image for the single metallic target with the size of 5 cm × 5 cm × 1 

cm at dz =20 cm, (a) 2D image of the target, (b) the reconstructed image of the target in XY plane, (c) 

side view of the reconstructed image in YZ plane. 
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(a)                                                                                                  (b) 

 

                                                                              (c) 

Figure 6-14    The reconstructed image for the single metallic target with the size of 5 cm × 5 cm × 1 

cm at dz =30 cm, (a) 2D image of the target, (b) the reconstructed image of the target in XY plane, (c) 

side view of the reconstructed image in YZ plane. 

The 2D reconstructed images of the concealed target placed at the distance dz of 20 

cm and 30 cm are plotted in Figure 6-13 and Figure 6-14, respectively. The 

reconstructed images are at the expected positions, with blurred shape at the edges. 

The reconstructed image of the target at the distance dz of 20 cm displays much more 

accuracy than the one at the distance dz of 30 cm. 

(4) Single target (4 cm × 4 cm × 1 cm) 

After  all the previous measurements with a decreasing size of targets, what the 

smallest detectable size  would be using the UWB imaging system becomes the topic 

of interest. In theory, when the target is getting smaller, the reflected signal is 

becoming weaker and can be easily drowned within the noise. After the continuous 
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tests and trials, the smallest detectable concealed metallic target is found to be the 

one with the size of 4 cm (width) × 4 cm (height) × 1 cm (thickness), placed at the 

distance dz of 20 cm and 30 cm away from the antenna array.   

The 2D reconstructed images of the target with this size are plotted in Figure 6-15 

and Figure 6-16. The reconstructed images of the target are almost at the right 

position. The same imperfect blurring shape occurs at the edges. The down range 

distance estimation is rather accurate, indicating the right position away from the 

antenna array. 

  

                                        (a)                                                                            (b) 

 

                                                                                (c) 

Figure 6-15    The reconstructed image for the single metallic target with the size of 4 cm × 4cm × 1 

cm at dz =20 cm, (a) 2D image of the target, (b) the reconstructed image of the target in XY plane, (c) 

side view of the reconstructed image in YZ plane. 
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                                        (a)                                                                            (b) 

 

                                                                             (c) 

Figure 6-16    The reconstructed image for the single metallic target with the size of 4 cm × 4 cm × 1 

cm at dz =30 cm, (a) 2D image of the target, (b) the reconstructed image of the target in XY plane, (c) 

side view of the reconstructed image in YZ plane. 

6.2.2 The analysis on imaging results  

As described in the previous section, the UWB imaging system can detect and image 

the concealed metallic rectangular target in different sizes and at different distances. 

All the reconstructed images of the targets are almost at the right position. They have 

similar shapes compared with the real one, but not in perfect shapes.   

In order to analyse the accuracy of the reconstructed image, two aspects have been 

taken into consideration, one of which is the reconstructed surface area of the target 

in XY plane and the other one is the distance dz away from the antenna array along 

Z-axis in YZ plane. The illustrations are shown in Figure 6-17.  
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As shown in Figure 6-17 (a), the surface area of the real target TarM in XY plane is 

assumed as AT, while the reconstructed one ReconM is assumed as AR. The percentage 

A%, which is the proportion of the reconstructed area to the real one, following the 

equation (6-3), is used to qualify the accuracy of the reconstructed surface area in 

XY plane. Due to the system error in the measurement and the unpredictable error 

during the rotation of the array arm, the centre of the reconstructed image moves 

slightly away from the real one to any direction in XY plane. Thus the off-centre 

distance Coff is another indicator, showing the maximum shifting distance around the 

fixed real centre, as shown in Figure 6-17 (a). 

When reconstructing the image of the target, the antenna array is assumed to be at 

the position where z=0. The distance away from the antenna array for TarM is named 

as dz0, while the one for ReconM is named as dzR. The difference between them is 

named as Δd.  

The range of error between the reconstructed image and the real one is used to 

compare the quality of the UWB imaging system, which is defined in the equation 

(6-4). 
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                                                 (a)                                                                  (b) 

Figure 6-17    The comparison of the reconstructed image with the real one, (a) in XY plane, (b) in YZ 

plane. 

Table 6-1     Comparison of reconstructed images and the real one 

Target’s size 

The real target Reconstructed images Error (%) 

AT (cm
2
) dz0 (cm) A% Coff (cm) dzR (cm) ΔA Δdz 

10 cm × 10 cm 

× 1 cm 

100 20 98.4% 0.2 20.1 1.6 5.0 

100 30 91.6% 0.2 30.2 8.4 6.7 

100 40 82.5% 0.5 40.3 17.5 7.5 

100 50 43.6% 0.5 50.5 56.4 10.0 

8 cm × 8 cm × 1 

cm 

64 20 94.5% 0.1 20.1 5.5 5.0 

64 30 87.8% 0.3 30.2 12.2 6.7 

64 40 84.2% 0.3 40.3 15.8 7.5 

5 cm × 5 cm × 1 

cm 

25 20 82.0% 0.1 20.2 18.0 10.0 

25 30 78.2% 0.2 30.3 21.8 10.0 

4 cm × 4 cm × 1 

cm 

16 20 79.9% 0.2 20.2 20.1 10.0 

16 30 69.8% 0.3 30.3 30.2 10.0 
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The comparisons of the results are listed in Table 6-1. The furthest detected distance 

is about 50 cm away from the antenna array along Z-axis for the concealed target 

with the size of 10 cm × 10 cm × 1 cm. The smallest concealed metallic target is with 

the size of 4 cm × 4 cm × 1 cm, placed at the maximum 30 cm away from the 

antenna array. 

When the concealed target is moving further away from the system, the reconstructed 

image is becoming smaller and the error is getting bigger and unreliable. It is mainly 

because the returned signal suffers energy loss during the propagation and is 

drowned in noise. The accuracy in the reconstructed image deteriorates. 

At the same distance dz0 away from the antenna array, the accuracy of the 

reconstructed image of the concealed target is decreasing when the size of the target 

is smaller. The reason is that the received reflected signal from a smaller target is 

obviously smaller than the one from a bigger one. 

The reconstructed image of the target is more accurate and convincing at a closer 

distance away from the antenna array along Z-axis. The longer the signal is travelling, 

more losses would suffer, and the poorer the imaging result could be. Generally, all 

the reconstructed results are good enough for the imaging purpose. 

6.3 Images for pairs of concealed targets 

6.3.1 Fundamental analysis on resolutions 

(1) Down-range resolution 

Range resolution, denoted as R , is a metric that describes the ability to detect 

targets in close proximity to each other as distinct targets along the vertical direction. 

The pulse with the width of  , is travelling towards the two targets, separated by the 

distance of R . When the pulse trailing edge A  strikes target 1, part of it will be 

reflected by target 1 and the other part will penetrate through target 1 and be 

reflected by target 2. The returned pulse would be composed of returns from both 

targets. If these two targets are not separated by distinguishable distance, the 

reflected pulse from them will overlap. In order to acquire two distinct returned 
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pulses, as shown in Figure 6-18 (c), the minimum distance R  needs to be defined as 

below: 

                                                    cRctAt 21arg   

                                                    cRctBt 2arg  

                                                    2arg1arg BtAt tt                                                        (6-5)  

Therefore,                                   
2

c
R                                                                (6-6) 

From equation (6-6), the minimum distance R  is related to the pulse width. 

In our measurement, the pulse width is 1 ns, so the theoretical down-range resolution 

Rdown is equal to 15 cm. 

                                          

Figure 6-18    Range resolution; (a) pulse towards the target, (b) pulse reflected from the target1, (c) 

two returned pulse FWHM. 

 (2) Cross-range resolution 

Cross-range resolution is used to distinguish the targets along horizontal direction, 

which is related to the beam width of the antenna array. As shown in Figure 6-19, 
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assuming the range from the antenna to the target is at the distance of R , the 

antenna’s beam width is B , the cross-range resolution y  is defined as below: 

                                                       
2

tan2 B
y R


                                                     (6-7)  

 

Figure 6-19    Cross-range resolution 

The signal generated from VCO operates at 4.5 GHz and the bandwidth of the 

modulated signal is about 1 GHz, so the UWB imaging system works across this 

frequency band. The four-element array composed of the corrugated balanced 

antipodal Vivaldi antennas has 3 dB beam width of 10.3
0
 at 6 GHz, as shown in 

Figure 3-16 (c). So the distance disR  of 20 cm can theoretically achieve a cross-range 

resolution 7 cm.  

6.3.2 The results of the measurements 

The measurements for the down-range resolution and cross-range resolution of the 

UWB imaging system are introduced. Two targets M1 and M2 are concealed in the 

bag and placed in front of the antenna array. The size of M1 is 8 cm (width) × 8 cm 

(height) × 1 cm (thickness) and the one of M2 is 10 cm (width) × 10 cm (height) × 1 

cm (thickness), because targets with bigger sizes are easier to image, as proved in 

previous chapter. 

At first, target M1 will be placed around 20 cm away from the antenna array along Z-

axis. Then second target M2 is positioned behind M1 at different locations to find out 

the resolution both in down-range and cross-range. It is assumed that dx2 and dz2 are 

the distances between these two metal blocks along X-axis and Z-axis. The detailed 

measurements are described below. 
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(1) M1 and M2 are in one column 

           

                                    (a)                                                                                        (b) 

Figure 6-20    The two targets in one column concealed in bag, (a) front view of the two targets in the 

bag, (b) side view of the two targets in the bag. 

 

 

(a)                                                                                (b) 
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(c) 

Figure 6-21    The reconstructed image for the two targets in one column at dz2=10 cm, (a) 2D image 

of the target, (b) front view in XY plane, (c) side view in YZ plane.  

 

(a)                                                                                (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 6-22    The reconstructed image for the two targets in one column at dz2=15 cm, (a) 2D image 

of the target, (b) front view in XY plane, (c) side view in YZ plane. 
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Keeping two targets in one column is the situation that M2 is placed right behind M1 

with a certain distance, as shown in Figure 6-20.  The target M1 is placed around 

dz1=20 cm away from the antenna array along Z-axis. The distance dz2 between M1 

and M2 along Z-axis is chosen to be 10 cm and 15 cm. 

The reconstructed images for different dz2 are shown in Figure 6-21 and Figure 6-22. 

Reconstructed images of two targets are highlighted in colour and can be very well 

distinguished. The same blurring at the edges occurs again which makes the 

reconstructed images of targets smaller than the real ones. If two returned signals are 

well-resolved, they certainly can be extracted separately and analysed following 

1Step . Because the gap between two targets is small, the time window used in 2Step  

is smaller than the one used for the single target, leading to the degradation in the 

reconstructed image of the target. 

From Figure 6-21 (c) and Figure 6-22 (c), it is known that M1 is at the same position 

along Z-axis as the real one, while M2 has more error in the distance dz2. The reason 

is that the time duration of the transmitting signal used in the system is only 1 ns, 

which means that the theoretical down-range resolution is about 15 cm. Therefore, 

when the space between the two targets is about 15 cm, this error is less severe than 

the previous one.  

(2) M1 and M2 are in one row 

     
                                                 (a)                                                                                (b) 
Figure 6-23    The two targets in one row concealed in bag, (a) front view of the two targets in the bag, 

(b) side view of the two targets in the bag. 
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(a)                                                             (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 6-24    The reconstructed image for the two targets in one row at dx2=4 cm, (a) 2D image of the 

target, (b) front view in XY plane, (c) side view in YZ plane. 

 

                                      (a)                                                                          (b) 
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                                                                               (c) 

Figure 6-25    The reconstructed image for the two targets in one row at dx2=6 cm, (a) 2D image of the 

target, (b) front view in XY plane, (c) side view in YZ plane. 

 

                                      (a)                                                                          (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 6-26    The reconstructed image for the two targets in one row at dx2=8 cm, (a) 2D image of the 

target, (b) front view in XY plane, (c) side view in YZ plane. 
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In this measurement, two targets M1 and M2 keep a certain distance dx2 along X-axis 

in the bag, as shown in Figure 6-23.  The distance dz1 between the targets and the 

antenna array is still 20 cm. The target M1 is closer to the transmitting antenna than 

the target M2. 

Different distances dx2 between M1 and M2 have been measured, which are 4 cm, 6 

cm and 8 cm. The reconstructed images are shown from Figure 6-24 to Figure 6-26. 

The highlighted and coloured areas indicate the shapes and locations of the 

reconstructed targets. However, 8 cm is the longest range between these two targets 

in the experiment, because when the target M2 is placed beyond 8 cm away from the 

transmitting antenna, the reflection at M2 will be too weak. Hence, the reconstructed 

image of the target M2 will be very unreliable. 

For the same reason, when the target M1 is closer to the transmitting antenna, the 

estimation distance dz1 is more accurate than the one for M2, as shown in Figure 6-24 

(c) to Figure 6-26 (c). 

(3) M1 and M2 are in the cross position 

 

                                          (a)                                                                        (b) 

Figure 6-27    The two targets in the cross position in the bag, (a) front view of the two targets in the 

bag, (b) side view of the two targets in the bag. 
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The two targets are placed in the cross position in the bag, as shown in Figure 6-27. 

The smaller target M1 is in front of the target M2 and close to the antenna array. The 

distances between them, denoted as dx2 and dz2, are about 6 cm and 15 cm 

respectively. 

The reconstructed images of the two targets are plotted in Figure 6-28. In the cross 

position, the two targets can still be distinguished. 

  

(a)                                                                                (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 6-28    The reconstructed image for the two targets in the cross position, dx2=6 cm and dz2=15 

cm, (a) 2D image of the target, (b) front view in XY plane, (c) side view in YZ plane. 
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6.3.3 The analysis on imaging results 

The imaging results from all the three different arrangements of two targets, as 

illustrated in section 6.3.2, validate that the UWB imaging system can successfully 

image the two targets with well-maintained accuracy and stability. 

In order to analyse the accuracy of the reconstructed images, the surface area in XY 

plane of the reconstructed target and the space between them have been investigated. 

Assume ATM1 and ATM2 are the surface area of the real metallic target in XY plane, 

while ARM1 and ARM2 are the surface’s area of the reconstructed one. The value dx2 and 

dz2 are the distances between the two targets along X-axis and Z-axis, while dRx2 and 

dRz2 are the ones for the reconstructed targets. The errors for these parameters are 

calculated by the equation (6-6). Based on it, the measured data are listed in Table 6-

2. 
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When two targets are in one column, the reconstructed surface area for M2 is worse 

than M1 because most of the energy of the input signal is reflected by M1. The time 

duration of the transmitted signal used in the imaging system is about 1 ns, so the 

space of 15 cm between M1 and M2 along Z-axis is the limit and any gap shorter 

than that would not produce better imaging result. 

When two targets are in one row, the closer they are to each other, the less 

distinguishable they would be. As listed in Table 6-2, the difference errors both in 

the surface area and the spacing along X-axis are much bigger, when dx2 is 4 cm 
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compared to that when it increases to 6 cm and then 8 cm. Interestingly the accuracy 

of the results is not increasing in the proportion of the spacing distance. If the target 

M2 is further away, the signal arrived at M2 will getting smaller, which affects the 

accuracy of the reconstructed images. From the measurements, it is found that the 

accuracy is better when the spacing between two targets is 6 cm along X-axis. 

When the distance dx2 is 6 cm and dz2 is 15 cm, the UWB imaging system can 

achieve the best imaging results in the previous two groups of measurements. So in 

the cross range experiment, two targets are arranged based on these two distance 

values. From Table 6-2, the reconstructed surface area of target M2 is no better than 

that in the “in-one-row” scenario, because the received reflected signal is weakened 

when the target M2 is moved much further away from the antenna array, as validated 

in section 6.2.2. Whereas, the estimation of the distance dz2 is better than that in the 

“in-one-column” scenario, since there are less multi-reflections in the case of the 

cross position arrangement. 

Compared with the theoretical calculation for down-range and cross-range 

resolutions, although the results are not accurate, the two targets can still be 

distinguished in the measurement even when the spacing between them is smaller 

than the theoretical one. The reason is that a small time window is used in 2Step  to 

process the received signal. Figure 6-3 (b) shows that there are two main peaks in 

one received signal. The two peaks can easily be distinguished if they are not overlap. 

Even if parts of the two peaks overlap, a relative small time window can still be used 

to extract the short duration around the peak for analysis in 2Step . It is contributed 

to the practical resolution for distinguishing two concealed targets. 

The results in Table 6-2 demonstrate that the UWB imaging system is capable of 

imaging two metallic targets in down-range and cross-range. The resolutions are 

close to the theoretical calculation, as shown in Table 6-3. 
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Table 6-2     Resolution of the UWB imaging system for two targets 

Target’s Positions 

 

 
 

The real target 

ATM1 

(cm
2
) 

64 64 64 64 64 64 

ATM2 

(cm
2
) 

100 100 100 100 100 100 

dx2 (cm) ⁄ ⁄ 4 6 8 6 

dz2 (cm) 10  15 ⁄ ⁄ ⁄ 15 

Reconstructed 

images 

A1 (%) 69.2 71.2 70.9 71.4 71.2 79.6 

A2 (%) 56.7 64.1 48.7 78.9 58.2 53.1 

dRx2 (cm) ⁄ ⁄ 5.1 7 9.7 10.9 

dRz2 (cm) 3 11.7 3 2.8 3.1 12.6 

Error (%) 

ΔA1 30.8 28.8 29.1 28.6 28.8 49.4 

ΔA2 43.3 35.9 51.3 21.1 41.8 51.9 

Δdx2 ⁄ ⁄ 27.5 16.7 21.3  

Δdz2 70 22 ⁄ ⁄ ⁄ 16 

 

Table 6-3    Comparison of measured and theoretical down-range resolution and cross-range resolution 

 
Down-range 

resolution (cm) 

Cross-range 

resolution (cm) 

Theoretical results 15 7 

Measured results 15 6 

100% 



Theory

tMeasuremenTheory
Error  0 14.2% 
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6.4 Summary 

The imaging measurements for the targets concealed in bag have been carried out in 

free space using the UWB imaging system. For single concealed target, the smallest 

concealed metallic target with the size of 4 cm × 4 cm × 1 cm can be detected at the 

maximum distance of 30 cm away from the antenna array. In contrast, while the size 

of the target is chosen to be 10 cm × 10 cm × 1 cm, the maximum detectable distance 

can reach up to 50 cm. As for imaging pairs of concealed targets, the UWB imaging 

system can achieve down-range resolution of 15 cm and cross-range resolution of 6 

cm. 
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Chapter 7 Summary and Future work 

7.1 Summary 

Security detecting problem is now attracting worldwide attention. The UWB 

technology is an attractive technology in detecting, localization and imaging 

applications, such as medical imaging, ground penetrating radar and see-through wall 

imaging. Compared with X-ray machine, UWB imaging system is compact in 

physical size and relative cheap in cost. The most important advantage is that it is 

non-ionizing radiation, making it harmless to human body and the environment.  

The thesis mainly focuses on the detection of the concealed metallic targets in bag 

using UWB imaging technology. A time domain UWB imaging system with the 

rotating antenna array has been successfully proposed, implemented and tested. It is 

unconstrained to the antenna elements in the scanning space due to the rotating 

antenna array.  

Two types of UWB antennas, the circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi antenna and the 

corrugated balanced antipodal Vivaldi antenna have been designed and studied. 

Characteristics of the two antennas in the frequency domain and time domain have 

been investigated. Both of them can work across UWB frequency range from 3.1 to 

10.6 GHz and have directional radiation patterns. The corrugated BAVA has been 

improved to have a relative high gain around 7 dBi over the lower frequency band of 

3-6 GHz, which is the main operating frequency band of the imaging system. It also 

has a better characteristic in the time domain, causing less distortion to the signal. 

The pulse fidelity of the BAVA to the modulated Gaussian pulse and modulated 

rectangular pulse is above 95%. Thus the corrugated balanced antipodal Vivaldi 

antenna is used as the antenna element for the UWB imaging system. 

The implemented UWB imaging system consists of an RF circuit, a rotating antenna 

array as well as the two-dimensional DAS algorithm for image reconstruction. The 

rotating antenna array comprises one central transmitting antenna and four receiving 

antennas. The receiving antennas are placed side-by-side on a straight arm, rotating 

around the central transmitting antenna.  
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By scanning the targets concealed in bag, the UWB imaging system can detect and 

reconstruct the image of single and pairs of metallic targets concealed in bag. For 

single concealed target, the smallest concealed metallic target with the size of 4 cm × 

4 cm × 1 cm can be detected at a maximum distance of 30 cm away from the antenna 

array. In contrast, while the size of the target is chosen to be 10 cm × 10 cm × 1 cm, 

the maximum detectable distance can reach up to 50 cm. As for imaging two 

concealed targets, the UWB imaging system can achieve down-range resolution of 

15 cm and cross-range resolution of 6 cm. 

In summary, the key contributions are listed below. 

1. Design of two types of UWB antennas  

The circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi antenna and the corrugated balanced antipodal 

Vivaldi antenna (BAVA) have been designed and studied. Both of them can work 

across UWB frequency range from 3.1 GHz to 10.6 GHz, and have directional 

radiation patterns. The corrugated BAVA with smaller physical size has been 

improved to have a relative high gain around 7 dBi across the operating frequency 

range, especially the lower frequency band (3-6 GHz), which is the main operating 

frequency band of the imaging system. It is higher than the circular-edge antipodal 

Vivaldi antenna. 

2. Characteristics analysis of the two antennas in the time domain 

Since the proposed UWB imaging system is working in the time domain, it is 

necessary to analyse the characteristics of the antennas in the time domain. The 

corrugated BAVA causes less distortion to the signals in the time domain than the 

circular-edge antipodal Vivaldi antenna. For the modulated rectangular pulse, the 

pulse fidelity of the corrugated BAVA is about 95%.  

3. Design of the rotating antenna array 

The corrugated BAVA has better characteristic than the circular-edge antipodal 

Vivaldi antenna both in frequency domain and time domain, so that it is used as the 

element in the antenna array.  
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The rotating antenna array comprises one central transmitting antenna and four 

receiving antennas. The receiving antennas are placed side-by-side on a straight arm, 

rotating around the central transmitting antenna. With the rotation structure, the 

linear antenna array achieves the functionality of the two-dimensional array, 

reducing the limitation of antennas in space and simplifying the system. 

4. Design of the two-dimensional image reconstruction method 

In terms of each rotating position, the image reconstruction method is based on DAS 

(Delay-and-Sum) algorithm. When the antenna array is rotating in space, the 

corresponding coordinate of one-dimensional image is rotating. Thus, the two-

dimensional image of the target is then achieved.  

5. Design of the RF circuit 

The RF transceiver has been designed to achieve a good dynamic range and receiver 

sensitivity. Finally, the dynamic range is 69 dB and receiver sensitivity is -78 dBm. 

6. Implementation of the UWB imaging system 

The UWB imaging system contains the rotating antenna array, RF circuits and the 

signal-processing unit. It can successfully detect and image the single and pairs of 

metallic targets concealed in bag. The smallest detectable single metallic target is 

with the size of 4 cm × 4 cm × 1 cm, placed at a maximum distance of 30 cm away 

from the UWB imaging system. The metallic target with the size of 10 cm × 10 cm × 

1 cm can be detected and imaged at a maximum distance of 50 cm. The system has 

15 cm in down-range resolution and 6 cm in cross-range resolution. 

7.2 Future work 

In the future, further optimizations can be carried out to improve the performance of 

the UWB imaging system: 
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1. Increase of the capacity of the rotating receiving antenna array 

More antenna elements can be added into the rotating receiving antenna array to 

increase the gain and narrower the beam width, which can help to improve the 

cross-range resolution of the UWB imaging system. 

2. Optimisation of the input pulse generation 

A specifically designed pulse generator can be used in the imaging system, 

offering narrower time duration over the off-the-shelf instrument. This will 

enhance the down-range resolution of the imaging system. 

3. Integration of the RF detector   

In order to make the system more compact, an integrated RF detector with the 

FPGA design greatly improves the sampling ability of the UWB imaging system. 

4. The improvement of the signal processing algorithm 

More advanced imaging algorithm needs to be developed to enable the non-

metallic target detection, as well as adapt to more challenging propagation 

environments with different obstructions. Doppler effects can also be taken into 

account in the algorithm to detect and image moving targets. 
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